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Abstract
Given a simple connected undirected graph G : (V,E) and a pos-

itive integer K, the Maximum Leaf Spanning Tlee (MLST) Problem

asks whether G has a spanning tree with at least K leaves. This deci-

sion problem is known to be NP-complete. In this thesis, we show three

new variations of the MLST problem that remain NP-complete under

various constraints. This thesis also contains a survey of the existing

approximation algorithms for the MLST problem. We study some vari-

ations of the MLST problem, which are proved to be NP-complete, but

without any existing approximation algorithms for them. We investi-

gate the method of applying existing approximation algorithms for the

original MLST problem to these variations, and calculate the approx-

imation ratio of these approximation algorithms for new variations of

the MLST problem.
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Chapter 1

ïntroduction

A computer network may be modeled as an undirected connected

graph G : (V,E), where 7 is the set of the vertices in G which rep-

resents the set of computers and E is the set of the edges in G which

represents the set of direct communication links between pairs of com-

puters. A spanning tree of the graph G may be thought of a network-

ing sub structure in which all computers are connected to each other.

Because edges represent direct communication links between comput-

ers in the networks, it is easy to see that nodes with higher degree

represent computers that may have heavier communication volume in

the networks. Therefore, finding a spanning tree having the maximum

number of leaves possibly offers a method for a computer network to

be connected with the most reasonable communication cost at many of

its nodes. A network designer may then decide to use computing nodes

with large computing capacities for only the non-leaf nodes of the span-
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ning tree. Therefore, it is reasonable for us to develop algorithms to

find a spanning tree in the graph with as many leaves as possible.

Formally, given a connected graph G : (V,E) and a positive in-

teger k

tree with at least k leaves. It is well-known that this decision problem

is NP-complete [GJ79], and therefore the optimization version of the

problem (which aims to maximize the value of k) is NP-hard. The

MLST problem has been widely studied, because of its applications in

the area of communication networks [GK96], circuit layouts [Sto81],

and distributed systems [CPXS4].

In this thesis, we study some variations of the MLST problem and

show whether they remain NP-complete. We also investigate the devel-

opment of approximation algorithms for some variations of the MLST

problem.

In this chapter, we introduce some fundamental concepts and nec-

essary backgrounds of the MLST problem. We start from the definition

of P and //P problems. Then we introduce some backgrounds of the

MLST problem. Section 1.5 is the organization of the thesis.

1.1 P and 
^fP 

problems

In certain problems called optimizat'ion problerns) we seek to find

the best solution among a collection of possible solutions. A dec,iszon
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problem can be derived from a optimization problem, where a decision

problem is one whose solution is either "yes" or "no". The decision ver-

sion of the MLST problem defines an integer k and asks whether G has

a spanning tree with at least k leaves. The theory of NP-completeness

is designed to be applied only to decision problems.

Complexity theory divides decision problems into classes, two of

which are: P and lúP. The class P is the class of the decision problems

which can be solved by a deterministic algorithm in polynomial time.

The class //P represents the decision problems that can be solved by

a polynomial time nondeterministic algorithm. It is well-known that

P C N P. However, it is not known whether P : lY P. Deciding if
P : lV P is one of the most important questions in complexity theory

(see [GJ7e]).

A decision problem B is NP-complete, if it satisfies the conditions:

1. B is in NP,

2. Every problem in 1úP is polynomial time reducible to B.

For any problem, it is desirable to decide whether the problem is in P or

/úP. A primary reason is because there is a huge difference between the

performance of the classes P and lúP. The problems in P can be resolved

in polynomial time, but //P problems need exponential time for the

solution, unless P -- lV P. The difference between the growth rates is

dramatic. For example, typically a P class problem has the solution

of time complexity fr2, while a NP class problem has the solution of
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time complexity 2". Suppose n is 1,000, n2:1,000,000. It is a large

number, but still manageable by computers. However, 21'000 is the

number which is even much larger than the number of atoms in the

universe which is 107e. Another reality is that many practical problems

are NP problems, including the MLST problem, which we discuss in

the next section.

L.2 The Maximum-Leaf Spanning Tbee Problem

The MLST problem was shown to be NP-complete in [GJ79]. The

proof was shown via a polynomial time reduction from the Connected

Dominating Set Problem, which is illustrated in Chapter 3 in detail.

The Connected Dominating Set Problem is also an NP-complete prob-

lem, and has been widely studied. Therefore, âtry algorithms that solve

the MLST problem also solve the Connected Dominating Set Problem,

and vice versâ. Because of the relationship between these two problems

and the importance of the Connected Dominating Set Problem, this re-

lationship provides us with another ample motivation for the study of

the MLST problem and its variations.

Two methodologies are applied to the research on NP-complete

problems. The first method is to add some constraints or restrictions

to a NP-complete problem in order to make the variation of the original

problem be a P class problem, and then to find a polynomial algorithm
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for the variation. The second method is to find a relative approximate

solution to the problem. An approximation algorithm cannot produce

the optimal solution, but it provides a relative performa,nce guarantee

in polynomial time.

Both of these two methodologies are widely used to research the

MLST problem. We introduce them separately in next sections.

1.3 The complexities of the MLST problem and

its variations

In this section, we introduce some background for study of complex-

ity of the MLST problem and its variations. Some of the newest results,

for example, Rahman and Kaykobad's results and Li and Toulouse's re-

sults, are further explained in Chapter 3.

1.3.1 Complexity results for the MLST problem and its vari-

ations

As we mentioned in Section 1.2, the MLST problem is NP-complete.

In fact, it was stated by Garey and Johnson (see [GJ79]) that the

problem also remains NP-complete if the graph G in the question is a

4-regular graph or if the graph is planar with maximum degree 4.

In 1988, Lemke [LemB8] proved that the MLST problem remains
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NP-complete for connected cubic graphs, which we introduce in Chap-

ter 3 in detail. Lemke's polynomial reduction is from an instance of

the exact cover by 3-sets to an MLST problem instance, such that the

MLST problem instance is 3-regular. From this result, Lemke was able

to show the following three problems are also NP-complete.

1. Given a graph G : (V,E), does G have a spanning tree with no

vertices of degree 2?

2. Given a graph G : (V,E), does G contain a spanning tree whose

vertices all have odd degree?

3. Given a d-regular graph G : (V,,,Ð), does G contain a spanning

tree whose vertices all have either degree 1 or degree d?

To the best of our knowledge, these are the only results available

for these three decision problems. In addition, there seem to be no

approximation algorithms available for the optimization version of any

of these three problems.

It should be pointed out that the MLST problem can be solved in

polynomial time if the problem is restricted to the connected graphs of

maximum degree 2, since such a graph must be a (single) cycle or path.

Here, we define one of the variations of the MLST problem, which

can also be resolved in polynomial time.

Problem 1.3.1 (Set Version of the MLST Problem) G,iuen a con-

nected graph G : (V,E) and X C V , we are asked whether there ,is a
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spann'ing tree T of G such that X çY, whereY : {u Ç.V : u is a leaf

node of T\.

In 2005, Rahman and Kaykobad (see [RK05]) showed Problem

1.3.1 is polynomial time solvable. This is very interesting, because

most of the variations of the MLST problem are showed to be NP-

complete. Some of them are quite similar to Problem 1.3.1. However,

Problem 1.3.1 is much easier to solve than the others as it is polynomial

time solvable. In 2006, Li and Toulouse (see [LT06]) showed that a

variation of the MLST problem on bipartite graphs, which we introduce

in Chapter 3, remains NP-complete for the planar bipartite graphs

of maximum degree 4 and that Problem 1.3.1 remains polynomially

solvable if we consider a weighted graph with the constraint that the

weight of the spanning tree must be at most some fixed constant.

It would be interesting to study the complexity of the MLST prob-

lem's variations that focus on bipartite graphs, since such problems

don't seem to have been studied, except in [RK05] and [LT06].

t.3.2 Theoretical results on the MLST problem

Most of the previous work of the MLST problem focused on graphs

having minimum degree at least d for some d > 3. For such graphs,

good lower bounds on the number of the leaves achievable in a spanning

tree have been derived. In 1991, Kleitman and West (see [KW91])

illustrated that every connected graph with n vertices and minimum
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degree k:3 has aspanning tree with at least i+2leaves. For

lç: 4, they gave a lower bound of 4#. For arbitrary k,, they gave a

lower bound of (1 - CI(Y))n for the number of the leaves. In 1997,

Duckworth (see IDDGZOI]) proved for the special case of a hypercube

of dimension k, the lower bound it 1¡^*,¡xé*2. The algorithms associated

with these results may be used to approximate an optimal solution to

the MLST problem, but only for the graphs with minimum degree at

least 3.

In 2001, Ding (see [GDS01]) showed that for t + lvl - 2 if G :
(V, E) is a connected graph with lÐl > lvl + 0.5¿(¿ - 1), then G has a

spanning tree with strictly greater than ú leaves. In addition, the au-

thors showed that this was best possible. A polynomial time algorithm

can be constructed to realize this result, which is briefly mentioned at

the end of IGDSO1].

In the next section, we introduce some general backgrounds on ap-

proximation algorithms, then we focus on the previous achievement of

approximation algorithms for the MLST problem. Some recent approx-

imation algorithms are illustrated in Chapter 4 in detail.
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t.4 Approximation algorithms for the MLST prob-

lem

Since the MLST problem is NP-Ìt"ard, iI is impossible to find an

optimaì solution, unless P : lrl P. However, as discussed above, re-

searchers have been able to discover good bounds for certain classes of

graphs.

L.4.L Definition for approximation algorithm

Definition 1.4.1 (The Approximation Algorithm) An approrima-

t'ion algorithm for an optimi,zation problern'is an algortthm that gener-

ates feasi,ble but not necessarilg optimal solut'ions.

An approximation algorithm may not produce the optimal solution,

but it provides a relative performance guarantee in polynomial time.

The approximation algorithms for the MLST problem will be detailed

introduced in Chapler 4.

A problem is MAX SNP-complete if there exists a constant e > 0

such that there is no (1 * e)-approximation algorithm for this problem,

unless P -- lV P. Another important fact of the MLST problem is that

the MLST problem was proved to be MAX SNP-complete [GMM94].

For example, if there is e : 1 for the MLST problem, then there is no

2 or better approximation algorithms for the MLST problem. The e

value for the MLST problem is not known yet.
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I.4.2 Previous work on approximation algorithms for the

MLST problem

In 1988, Fellows and Langston [FL92] asserted that an approxi-

mation polynomial time solution exists to the problem of determining

if a given graph has a spanning tree with at least ,k leaves for fixed

k. Bodlaender [Bod93] improved the running time of Fellows and

Langston's algorithm in 1989. In lgg2, Ravi and Lu [LR96] presented

the first constant-factor approximation algorithm: a 5-approximation

algorithm for arbitrary graphs. In 1996, Khuller and Guha [GK96] gave

an approximation-preserving reduction from the Set-Cover Problem to

the Minimum Connected Dominating Set. FYom the viewpoint of op-

timization, the MLST problem is remarkably similar to the Minimum

Connected Dominating Set Problem.

The recent and important achievement of approximation algorithms

for the MLST problem is a 3-approximation algorithm developed by

Ravi and Lu [LR98] and a 2-approximation algorithm developed by

Solis-Oba [SO98].

Some of these algorithms are explained in Chapter 4 in detail.

1.5 Thesis organization

In Chapter 2, we introduce some terminology that is used through-

out this thesis. We also list the definitions of some variations of the

10
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MLST problem which we study in the thesis.

In Chapter 3, we review some recent results of the complexity study

on the variations of the MLST problem. We start from the reduction

which proves the original MLST problem is NP-complete. In Section

3.2, the result found by Rahman and Kaykoboad [RK05] is introduced.

Li and Toulouse [LT06] applied Rahman and Kaykoboad's result and

proved that the variation of the MLST problem on bipartite graph with

maximum degree 4 is NP-complete. Lemke [Lem88] also proved that

the MLST problem is NP-complete on cubic graphs, the definition of

cubic graph is introduced in Section 2.I.2.2, and Lemke's detailed proof

is introduced in Section 3.4.

In Chapter 4, we review some recent approximation algorithms for

the MLST problem. We start from the first constant factor approxi-

mation algorithm for the MLST problem, that is, a 5-approximation

algorithm developed by Ravi and Lu [LR96]. After that, Ravi and

Lu continued to develop a 3-approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem [LR98] which is introduced in Section 4.2. Solis-Oba's algo-

rithm [SO98] which achieves the approximation ratio 2 is introduced

in Section 4.3.

In Chapter 5, we introduce the new results on the MLST problem

and its variations which are proved by me and my professor, Dr. Ben

Li. Our new results on the concept of the complexity study are intro-

duced in Section 5.1. Our new results on the concept of approximation

11
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algorithms are introduced in Section 5.2.

Chapter 6 is our conclusion and future work. In Section 6.1, we

summarize the current results on the MLST problem that are men-

tioned in this thesis. We also propose some directions on the variations

of the MLST problem as future work in Section 6.2.

T2



Chapter 2

Definitions and terminology

2.L Common definitions and terminology

z.t.t Definitions and terminology on graphs

A graph is an ordered pair G: (V,,8): (V(G),E(G)), where I/

is a set, the elements of which are called uertices or nodes, and E is a

collection of unordered pairs of distinct element from 7. The elements

of E are called edges. An edge {u,u} e E(G) is often described by uu,

one can say {2, u} is incident with both u and u) ortl ts adjacent to u.

A path is a non-empty graph P : (V,t) where V and E are of the form

V : {ro,ttt...,rn}, E : {rort,r7r2,...,ït _1rr},

where the r¿ are all distinct. The vertic€s rs and r¡, are linked by P

and are called its ends; the vertic€s Ø1 ,. . . ,,rk-r are the i,nner vertices

13
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of P. The number k of edges of a path is its lengtÌt. Note that k is

allowed to be zero. A graph G is connected if there is a path between

every pair of vertices in G.

We define [V]' : {A C V : lAl - 2}. If G : (V,E) is a graph,

then G' : (V',8') is a subgraph of G if and only if V' C V, such that

E' c E n lV')2, and G' is a ,induced subgraph of G on vertex set I// if

and only if V'CV and E': nAlV'12.

A cyòle is a non-empty graph P : (V, E) of the form

V : {ro,rr,...,rn} p : {rgr7¡trv2¡...,Ik-rtn,rnïo},

where the r¿, where 0 < i 1 k, are all distinct.

Let G : (V,E) be a non-empty graph. For a subset U Ç V, one

can use V -U or I/\U to indicatetheset {u e V:u øU}. Let G -u
denote the graph formed by deleting u and all edges incident to u from

G. So G - u is the subgraph of G induced by y\{r}. The set of vertices

which are incident to a vertex u in G is called the neighbours of u, and

is denoted by l/ç(u), or briefly by ,À/(u). More generally for U C V,

the neighbours of U in (V\U) are called ne'ighbours of U; their set is

denoted by l/(U). The degree of avertex o in agraph G isthe number

of edges of G that are incident to u, that is, the number of neighbours

of o. We use V¿(G) to denote the set of nodes that have degree i in G.

Given a tree T, we know V(T) is the number of leaf nodes in a tree 7.

We use U(G) to denote the set of nodes that have degree at least ¿ in

I4
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G. We say â vertex of degree 0 is i,solated.

2.7.2 Some important classes of graphs

2.1.2.1 Bipartite Graphs

into two subsets X and Y such

in X and the other in Y; (X,

bipartition of G. By default, if

is meant that V : XUY is the

the following properties:

A graph G : (V, E) is bipartzte if its vertex set V can be divided

that each edge of E has one end vertex

Y) or V : X U Y is referred to as a

G : (X UY,E) is a bipartite graph, it

bipartition used. Bipartite graphs have

A graph is bipartite if and only if it does not contain an odd cycle.

A graph is bipartite if and only if its vertices can be colored with

two colors and there is no edge between vertices that share the

same color.

Figure 2.1 is an example of bipartite graph and it is also one of the

solutions of coloring the example with two colors.

2.I.2.2 Regular Graphs

A regular graph, is a graph where each vertex in the graph has the

same number of neighbours, i.e. every vertex has the same degree. A

regular graph with vertices of degree k is called a k-regular graph or

regular graph of degree k. Figure 2.2 is an example of a 4-regular graph.
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Figure 2.1: An example of bipartite graph and a solution of coloring
the graph with two colors

A 3-regular graph is called a cub'ic araph. Figure 2.3 is a famous

example of a cubic graph, called the Petersen graph.

A graph is b'icubi,c if it is a cubic bipartite graph. Figure 2.1 is an

example of a bicubic graph, as all of its nodes have degree 3.

2.L.3 Definitions and terminology on spanning trees

A graph is said to be acycl'ic if it has no cycles. A forest is an acyclic

graph. A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A forest is a graph whose

components are trees. A spann'ing tree of a graph G is subgraph of G

which is a tree and contains all the vertices of G. A connected subgraph

of a tree 7 is called a subtree of T. The vertices of degree 1 in a tree

16
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Figure 2.2: An example of a 4-regular graph

are its leaues, and the vertices in the tree are 'internal nodes if they are

not the leaves.

Recall we use U(G) to denote the set of vertices that have degree i

in G; the leaves of G are the vertices in [(G) A tree is called a rooted

tree if one vertex has been designated the root. If 7 is a rooted tree,

for any vertex u e V (T) there is a unique path from the root of the

tree to u, and if u is a vertex on that path, then we say u is an ancestor

of z. If vertex u is an ancestor of vertices u and tr.r, then we say u ís a

cornrnon ancestor of u and tr. We use LCA(r, r) to denote the lowest

coTnnlon ancestor of vertices n, 'tr in 7. We say a leaf is ki,lled in some

process if it becomes an internal node. Now we are ready to touch the

l7
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Figure 2.3: The Petersen graph

MLST problem; the variations of the MLST problem are introduced in

the next section.

2.2 Variations of the MLST problem.

Problem 2.2.1 (The Maximum Leaf Spanning Tbee Problem)

Let G : (V, E) be a connected graph and let K < lvl be a posit'iue ,in-

teger, we are asked whetlter G contains a spanning tree T with at least

K uert'ices of degree 1.

Problem 2.2.I was proved to be NP-complete by Garey and Johnson

[GJ79] and MAX SNP-complete (see page 9 for definition) by Galbiati
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and Maffioli [GMM94]. The following problems were defined by Li and

Toulouse [LT06].

Problem 2.2.2 ( The MLST's Variation on Bipartite Graphs )

Giuen a connected bipartite graph G : (V, E) : (X U Y, E), and a pos-

'itiue integer K < lxl, ,, are asked the question of whether there is a

spann'ing tree of G such that the number of leaues of the tree belonging

to X ts at least K.

We denote this problem, that is Problem 2.2.2, as the MLST* prob-

lem.

Problem 2.2.3 (The MLST* Problem with Maximum Degree 4)

G'iuen a connected bzpartrte graph G : (V,E) : (XUY, E) of matimum

degree f , and a pos'it'iue 'integer I< S lxl, ,, are asked the question of

whether there is a spann'ing tree of G such that the number of leaues of

the tree belonging to X 'is at Least K.

Both Problems 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 have been proved to be NP-complete

by Li and Toulouse [LT06]. These two problems are explained in detail

in Chapter 3.

Problem 2.2.4 (The MLST* Problem with Maximum Degree 3)

Gi,uen a connected b'ipartzte graph G : (V, E) : (XUY, E) of matimum

degree 3, and a pos'it'iue 'integer K < lxl, ,, are asked the question of

whether there 'is a spanning tree of G such that the number of leaues of

the tree belongi,ng to X 'is at least K.

19
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We will prove problem 2.2.4 is NP-complete in this theis. The de-

tailed information is explained in Chapter 5. Consider the original

MLST problem.

Problem 2.2.5 (The MLST Problem on Bipartite Graphs) Giuen

a connected bipart'ite graph G : (V,E) and a pos'it'iue number K < lvl,
we are asked the quest'ion of wh,ether there 'is a spann'ing tree Tç, of G

such that the number of leaues in Tç i,s at least K.

Problem 2.2.6 Giuen a connected bipartite graph G - (V, E) with

mar'imum degree I and a pos'it'iue number K < lVl, we are asked the

quest'ion of whether there 'is a spanni,ng tree 76, of G such that the

number of leaues i,n Tç i,s at least K.

With similar techniques, we also proved both Problem 2.2.5 and

Problem 2.2.6 are NP-complete in Chapter 5.

Problem 2.2.7 Giuen a connected bzpartzte graph G : (V,E) : (X U

Y,E), and a pos'it'iue'integer I( <lxl, we are asked whether there is a

spann'ing tree of G such. that the number of leaues of the tree belong'ing

to X or Y ts at least K.

Problem 2.2.7 has also been proved to be NP-complete by us. We

denote Problem 2.2.7 as the the MLST** problem.

Problem 2.2.8 ( The Edge Weighted MLST Problem ) Gi,uen a

connected graph G : (V, E), where each edge 'is ass'igned a posi,t'iue in-

teger wei,ght. We are asked to find a spann'ing tree Tc of G suclt that
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Tç mørirnizes the sum of weights on leaf edges, where Leaf edges are th.e

edges which incident to leaf nodes.

We will demonstrate that Problem 2.2.8 is NP-complete in Chapter

5. The approximation algorithms for Problem 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 are also

discussed in the next chapter.

Problem 2.2.9 (The MLST problem on Cubic graphs) Let G :
(V, E) be a connected cub'ic graph and let K < lvl be a positiue integer.

We are asked whether G contains a spz,nning tree T wi,th at least K

uertices of degree I.

Problem 2.2.9 has been proved to be NP-complete by [Lem88]. The

detail are introduced in Chapter 3 and this problem is also discussed

in Section 6.2.

All of my ne\M results are introduced in details in Chapter 5, and

other results on complexity study are introduced in the next chapter.

2T



Chapter 3

Known complexity results of the

MLST problem and its variations

In this chapter, we review known complexity results on the MLST

problem and its variations. We begin with the MLST problem. In Sec-

tion 3.2, one important result by Rahman and Kaykoboad [RK05] is

introduced and proved. The result is important because it points out a

potential approach to show that the MLST* problem is NP-complete.

Based on this resuit, Li and Toulouse [LT06] proved that the MLST*

problem is NP-complete, and they also proved the MLST* problem re-

mains NP-complete on bipartite graphs with maximum degree 4. These

results are proved in Section 3.3. To the best of our knowledge, these

are the first complexity results on the MLST* problem. Lemke [Lem88]

proved the MLST problem is NP-complete on cubic graph, this result

is proved in Section 3.4.

22
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3.1 The MLST problem is NP-complete

Recall Problem 2.2.1, defrned in Chapter 2.

Problem 2.2.1 (The MLST Problem) Let G : (V,E) be a

connected graph and let K < lVl be a positiue 'integer. We are asked

whether G contains a spl,nni,ng tree T wi,th at least K uert'ices of

deqree 1.

Garey and Johnson [GJ79] showed Problem 2.2.I is NP-compìete

in 1979. Most research on the MLST problem reference Garey and

Johnson's result including [LR96, LR98, L202, RK05, LT06]. Garey

and Johnson claimed that the MLST problem remains NP-complete,

but they did not give out the proof. However, they point out that the

problem can be proved to be NP-complete by a polynomial reduction

from the Dominating Set Problem.

Problem 3.1.1 (The Dominating Set Problem) Let G : (V, E)

be a connected graph and let K < lvl be a pos'it'iue 'integer. We are

asked'if there is a dominat'ing set of si,ze K or less for G, i.e., a subset

V' C V wi,th lv'l < K such that for all u € V\V' th.ere'is a u e V' for
whi,ch {u,u} e E.

Problem 3.1.2 (The Connected Dominating Set Problem) Let

G : (V, E) be a connected graph and let K < lVl be a pos'iti,ue ,integer.

We are asked whether there is a dom'inati,ng set of size K or less for G,
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'i.e., a subsetV' CV wi,thlv'l < K such thatVt is connected and for

all u e V\V' there 'is a u e Vt for which u.,u € E.

Both Problem 3.1.1 and Problem 3.I.2 are known to be NP-complete

[GJ79], and as we already introduced in Chapter 1, both of them are

widely studied. Thus, any algorithms that solve the MLST problem

will solve the Connected Dominating Set Problem, and vice versa. The

relationship between these two problems is also one of the motivations

of our research on the MLST problem and its variations. For the com-

pleteness, we provide a proof to show MLST problem is NP-complete.

We construct a polynomial reduction from the Connected Dominat-

ing Set Problem to the MLST problem to show that the instance of the

Connected Dominating Set Problem can be polynomially reduced to an

instance of the restricted version of the MLST problem.

Theorem 3.1.1 Problem 2.2.1 is NP-complete.

Proof. Given an instance of the Connected Dominating Set Problem

(G : (V, E), K) where G : (V,, E) is a connected graph and K is a

positive integer with K S lvl. We construct an instance of the MLST

problem (G' , K') from the instance of the Connected Dominating Set

Problem. Let, G, : G and K, : lvl - K We prove G/ contains a

spanning tree Tt consisting of at least K/ leaf vertices if and only if

there is a connected subset V' C l/ with lv'l < K such that for all

u €V -Vt there is a u ÇVtfor which u,u € E.
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We prove the "if' part first. Suppose there is a subse| Vt C V with

lv'l < K and V' is a Connected Dominating Set in G. We can always

construct a spanning tree T for the induced subgraph on V' of G'.

Because lv'l < K, we have lll\y'l > lyl - K. From the definition of

the Connected Dominating Set, we know that for any r e V\V' , there

is always an edge r,y where A € Vt. Therefore, we add an edge for

each vertex in V\V' to make them connect Lo T. Then we get another

tree Tt. Obviously, all the vertices in V\7' are the leaf vertices in 7',

so we know 7'has at least lvl- K leaves. Because 7/ contains all the

vertices in V, it is a spanning tree for G' : G.

Conversely, suppose there is a spanning tree T' for G' with at least

lvl - K leaves. Therefore, we delete all the leaf nodes from 7' to
get another tree T, and we denote the set of the vertices in T as V'.

Obviously, we have lV'l < K. BecauseV'is connected in 7 and all the

vertices in V\V' are connected to V', V' is a Connected Dominating

Set of G with size being at most K. f
A lot of research has focused on the variations of the MLST problem.

The newest complexity results on the variations of the MLST problem

are introduced in the following sections.
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3.2 Rahman and Kaykobad's result on the MLST*

problem

As introduced in Chapter 2, bipartite graphs elicit more and more

attention because of their applications to modeling matching problems

and coding theory. Recall the definition of the MLST* problem in

Chapter 2.

Problem 2.2.2 (The MLST* Problem) Gzuen a connected

bipart'ite graph G : (V,E) : (X u Y, E), and a pos'it'iue 'integer

K < lxl, ,, are asked whether there 'is a spanning tree of G such that

the number of the leaues of the tree belonging to X'is at least K.

In 2005, Rahman and Kaykobad [RK05] proved the following the-

orem for the MLST* problem.

Theorem 3.2.L Let G be a connected bipartite graph wi,th uerteï par-

ttt'ion (X,Y), and suppose K'is a pos'it'iue number such that K <lxl.
Then there is a spann'ing tree T i,n G such that the number of the leaues

in T belonging to X is greater than or equal to K i,f and only i,f there i.s

a set.9 C X such that lX\Sl ) K and,S U y 'is connected.

The proof for the theorem is simple. Intuitively, SuY can be looked

as a "Connected dominating Set" for G, and X\,S are the potential

leaves in a spanning tree of G. Obviously, the graph G has at least K

leaves.
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Proof. Given an instance of the MLST* problem (G, K), where G :
(V, E), where the vertex set V : (X U y). Let K be a positive integer

and K ( lxl ^9 is a subset of X. We try to prove that there is a

spanning tree ? of G such that the number of the leaves in 7 belonging

to X is at least K if and only if there is a set ,S q X such that

lX\Sl ) K and S UY is connected.

We consider the "ifl' part first. That is, suppose there is a subset

S in X such that lX\Sl ) K and ,S U y is connected. We show there

must be a spanning tree T of G with at least K leaves.

Because ,9 U y is connected, we can always find a spanning tree 7/

for the induced subgraph on ,9 U Y of G. Also because G is connected,

we know that for any r € X\S, there is an edge r, g where A € S UY.

Therefore, we can always connect all the vertices in X\,S to T' and get

another tree 7. Notice that because G is a bipartite graph, all of the

edges r,y in E have exactly one end point in X and the other one in

Y. We know that the nodes in X\.9 can only connect to some nodes

belong to Y. That is, all of the nodes in X\,9 become leaf nodes of 7

when they are connected to T. Since 7 covers all of the nodes in G,

7 is a spanning tree of G. Because lX\Sl ) K, we know there are at

least K leaves in 7 belonging to X.

Conversely, suppose G has a spanning tree 7 such that the number

of the leaves in T belonging to X is at least K. We denote by tr the

set of leaves of T belonging to X. According to the assumption, we
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know lLl > K. Because Z is a subset of the leaves in 7., if we delete

the set tr from 7, we still get a tree 7". 7" covers all the vertices

in (X\I) UY, which implies that (X\L)UY is connected in G. Now

we denote S : X\¿. According to the assumption l¿l > K, that is

lX\Sl > K. Also from the above result, we know the induced subgraph

on ,9 U Y of G is connected. The result follows. E

Theorem 3.2.1 shows we can find a spanning tree with at least K

leaves in X for a bipartite graph G : ((X U y) ,, E) if and only if:

1) lX\^91 ) K, and

2) The subgraph of G 'induced by S UY is connected.

Theorem 3.2.1 is very important to the MLST* problem. To see

this, consider the following problem definition:

Problem 3.2.L Let G be a connected bi,partite graph w'ith uerter par-

t'it'ion (X,Y), and suppose K'is a pos'it'iue number such that K < lxl.
We are asked whether there 'is a set S _C X such that lX\Sl ) K and

,SUY'is connected.

Problem 3.2.I can be regarded as another form of the MLST* prob-

lem. Flom the proof for Theorem 3.2.1, we can see that there is a

polynomial reduction from an instance of the MLST* problem to the

instance of Problem 3.2.1. In other words, if we can prove Problem

3.2.1 is NP-complete then \Me can prove the MLST* problem is also
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NP-complete. This polynomial reduction implies the result of Theo-

rem 3.2.1 can be used in future research on the MLST* problem.

It seems Rahman and Kaykobad got the idea from the dominat-

ing set and matching theory. Unfortunately, they did not succeed in

proving the MLST* problem is NP-complete or show that it is polyno-

mially resolvable. Li and Toulouse finished the task and proved that

the MLST* problem remains NP-complete [LT06]. The results of their

research is based on Theorem 3.2.1. Li and Toulbuse's results are ex-

plained in the next section.

3.3 Li and Toulouse's results on the MLST* prob-

lem

In 2005, which is the same year when Rahman and Kaykobad found

their result for the MLST* problem, Li and Toulouse [LT06] proved

the MLST* problem is NP-complete. It is the first complexity result

on the MLST* problem.

3.3.1 The MLST* problem is NP-complete

To show the MLST* problem is NP-complete, Li and Toulouse con-

structed a polynomial reduction from the "Set-Covering Problem" to

the MLST* problem. Problem 3.3.1 is the definition of the Set-Covering

Problem.
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Problem 3.3.1 (The Set-Covering Problem) G'iuen a collect'ion C

of the subsets of a fi,nite set S, and a positiue integer K <lCl, we are

asked the quest'ion wh,ether C conta'ins a couer for S of s'ize K or less,

'i.e., a subset C' c C wi,thlC'l 1 K such that eaery element of S belongs

to at least one mernber of C' .

Problem 3.3.1 is proved to be NP-complete [GJ79]. Now we con-

struct a reduction from the Set-Covering Problem to the MLST* prob-

1em to show the instance of the Set-Covering Problem can be polyno-

mially reduced to a instance of the restricted version of the MLST*

problem. Thus, because the Set-Covering Problem is NP-complete, the

MLST problem also remains NP-complete. The following is the formal

proof.

Theorem 3.3.1 Problem 2.2.2 is lVP-complete.

Proof. Given an instance of the Set-Covering Problem (S, C), where ,9

is a finite set with elements {tr, tr, s3,... ,sr}, n is a positive integer,

and suppose C having elements {c1 ,c2,cJ,...,c*} is a collection of the

subsets of ,S, where rn is an positive integer. That is, for every i where

I < i < n-L)'it,'i2,...,'it are integers and I 1 it,22,...,ir { n, we have

c¿: {s¿t,,s,i2,...,s¿r}. Let K be an integer with K 1m. We make

an instance of the MLST* problem (G' , K') from the instance of the

Set-Covering Problem by following steps:

1) Construct a bipartite graph G' : (V' , E') : (X U Y, E). The

edge set E/ is the set of the edges in G/. Initially, let Xt : C and
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Y' : S, that is, each node in X' stands for an element in C and

each element in Y/ stands for an element in ,9.

2) Generate Et according to the incidence relation between C and 
^9.

Suppose some element c¿ € C is a subset of 5,, c¿: {s¿l , si2,, .. . , s¿r} C

,9, where it,iz,...,ix are positive integers and 1 1it,i2,...,it, I
tu, i 1 m. Then, we add edges (ro, tnt),, ("0, tn ), . . ., (rn, s¿k) Lo Et .

3) Add an extra element oo to Y'.

4) Add edges to make oo adjacent to every element in X'

5) Let K':m- K.

Here, we give an example of making the MLST* problem instance

according to the Set-Covering Problem instance. Suppose we have

a Set-Covering Problem instance with ^9 
: {sl ,s2,s2,s4, sb, s6}, and

C : {q: {sl, s2, sB},, c2 : {tt}, cs : {s2,sa}, ca : {s3, s6}, c5 :

{tr}, c6 : {rn, rr}}. Figure 3.1 is the bipartite graph constructed

according to this instance.

Obviously, the number of the nodes in the MLST* problem instance

which we constructed is equal to the number of the elements in the Set-

Covering Problem plus one. This implies the reduction can be done in

polynomial time.

Now we prove that there is a subset C' ç C with lc'l < K such

that every element of ,9 belongs to at least one member of C' if and
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Y'X'

Figure 3.1: The bipartite graph constructed according to this Set-
Covering instance.

only if there is a spanning tree T' in G'which has at least K/ : m- K
leaves which belong to Xt.
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We consider the "if' part. If there is a spanning tree Tt of G/ which

has at least m-K leaves in X', then it is easy to see we can delete these

m - K leaves which are in X' , and get another tree T. Let C" denote

the set of m- K leaves in X'which are deleted, and let C' : X'- C".

Note that lC'll ) rn - K, and therefore lC'l < K. Because C" is a

subset of leaf nodes, that means C'U Y/ is connected in T. It is easy to

see that C' is a subset of C with lc'l < K such that every element of ,9

belongs to at least one member of C' , thus C' is a Set Covering for 
^9.

Conversely, if there is a Set-Covering C' C C with lc'l < K, then

we know, the induced subgraph on C' ¿ Y of G' is connected. This

is because we add an element oo to Y' and make it connect to every

element in X'. Thus, we can always find a spanning tree 7 of the

induced subgraph on C'UY' of G'. We can also connect the eiements

in X'\C' to spanning tree 7 to get another spanning tree Tt . According

to the definition of bipartite graphs, we know the elements in X'\C'

cannot connect to each other, thus the only possibility is that all of

them are the leaf nodes in 7/. Because the number of the nodes in

X'\C' is bigger or equal to m - K, it is easy to see there are at least

m - K leaves in T' which belongs to X'. By Theorem 3.2.1, we know

there is a spanning tree T for G with at least m - K in X. K

Li and Toulouse's result provides a new direction for future research.

Since the MLST* problem has been already proved to be NP-complete,

it is reasonable to continue the research on the variations of the MLST*
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problem. Li and Toulouse also extended their result to the MLST*

problem with the bipartite graphs of maximum degree 4 [LT06] by

using a totally different approach. The ne\M approach is explained in

the next section.

3.3.2 The MLST* problem is NP-complete on bipartite graphs

with Maximum Degree 4

Recall the definition for the MLST* problem on bipartite graphs

with maximum degree 4 in Chapter 2.

Problem 2.2.3 (The MLST* problem with maximum degree

4) Gi,uen a connected bipartite graph G : (V,E) : (X U Y, E) of

rnarirnum degree f , and a posit'iue integer K < lxl, ,, are asked

whether there 'is a spann'ing tree of G such that the number of the

Ieaues of the tree belong'ing to X i,s at least K.

Li and Toulouse [LT06] proved Problem 2.2.3 is NP-complete by a

reduction from the X3C problem. Problem 3.3.2 is the definition of the

X3C problem.

Problem 3.3.2 (Exact Cover by 3-Sets (XSC)) G'iuen a fi,n'ite set

X wi,th lxl : 3q and a collection C of ?-element subsets of X, we are

aslced whether there 'is ø sub-collect'ion C' ç C such that euery element

of X occurs 'in eractly one member of C'.
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The X3C problem remains NP-complete if no element of X occurs

in more than three subsets of C [GJ79].

Before we touch the proof showing Problem 2.2.3 is NP-complete,

we introduce the definition of "cut l)erter", which appears in several

proofs in this thesis.

Definition 3.3.1 (Cut Vertex)

u in V i,s a cut uerter of G i,f and

number of components than G.

Giuen a graph G : (V,E), o uerter

only zf the graph G - u has a greater

Definition 3.3.2 (Cut Vertex in Connected Graphs) Giuen a con-

nected graph G : (V,E), o uerter u'in V'is a cut uerter of G i,f and

only i,f G - u 'is not connected.

Figure 3.2 is an example for cut vertex. In the graph, vertex o is a

cut vertex, and it is the only cut vertex in the graph.

Property 3.3.1- If a uerter u'is a cut uerter of a connected graph G,

then u 'is not a leaf node'in anA spz,nning tree for G.

Proof. Lel u be a cut vertex, delete o from graph G. There are two

components in G - u of G. Suppose u is the ìeaf node in some span-

ning tree T of G, then it only connect to exactly one of its neighbours

in T. Therefore, it is impossible for u to connect two disconnected

components of G. That is a contradiction. !
Now we are ready to begin the formal proof that Problem 2.2.3 is

NP-complete.
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Figure 3.2: u is a cut vertex in the graph.

Theorem 3.3.2 Problem 2.2.3 is lVP-complete.

Proof. Given an instance of the X3C problem (X, C), where X is

a finite set and C is a collection of 3-element subsets of X, we have

lcl : p, lX I : 3q, and p ) q. No element in X occurs in more than

3 elements of C. Now we construct a bipartite graph G : (A U B, E)

with maximum degree 4. The graph G is constructed from bottom to

top, and is constructed according to the following steps.

1) Calculate the value of flogrp] and assign it to an integer d, where

d is the depth of the tree structure we are constructing.

2) Construct p nodes corresponding to all the elements in C, and
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mark these nodes with color white. We set these white nodes at

depth d.

3) Divide every two nodes at depth d into a set until it cannot be

done and put the remaining node, if it existsT as a (singleton)

member of the set.

4) For each member of the set u)¿ 1: {un,u¿z} which was created in

step 3 where u¿1 and u¿2 àre two elements in a set, create â ne\M

node u¿ ànd color u¿ black. Do the same action to the sets which

only contain one member.

5) Add two edges l)i,'ttr,it and u¿,,u¿2 to E.

6) Put the newly created nodes u¿ at depth d - I.

7) If the node u¿ is at an even distance from a node of C, then

a) Re-color u¿ white,

b) adjoin a new node u to ever! ?.r¿, \Mhere the depth of z is

depth(u) :: depth(u) + 1,

c) color z with black.

8) Set d:: d - 1. If d > 0, go to step 3.

9) Construct 3q black nodes at depth llosrpl * 1, each black node

corresponds to an element in X.
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10) Add edges to E between white nodes added in step 2 and black

nodes added in step 9 according to the incidence relationship

between X and C.

11) Make all the white nodes belong to B and all the black nodes

belong to A.

Here, we show an example of bipartite graphs constructed by an

X3C instance. Suppose we have an X3C instance (X, C) where X -
{rt,tr,...,rg}, C : {"r,"r,...,c2}, Ct: {rr,rr,rs}, Cz: {rq,ïtr,ïa},
Cs : {"r, " n, rz}, C s : {rs, ra, ra}, Cs -- {, n, rr, rs}, Ca -- {rr, r8j rs},

and C7: {rz,,15,rs}. Figure 3.3 is the tree structure created by step

1 to 8. We denote it as 7*.

Figure 3.4 is the whole bipartite graph which is constructed by the

X3C instance in the example above.

The number of the nodes in the bipartite graph created above is less

than 2p * 6q, which is twice of the number of the elements in the X3C

instance. This implies the reduction can be done in polynomial time.

Claim: The X3C instance (X,C) has an exact 3-cover if and only

if G contains a spanning tree with at least p - q leaves in B. For the

convenience of expression, we use C-nodes to denote the white nodes

corresponding to the elements in C created in step 2, in the following

discussion.

We begin with the proof of the "only if' part of the claim. If there

is an exact 3-cover C' ç C in (X,C), then we can always construct a
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Figure 3.3: The tree structure created by step 1 to B. We denote it as

spanning Lree T of G with at least p - q leaves. In G, we delete all the

edges between C-nodes and black nodes corresponding to the elements

of X in ,4, unless the edges are incident to the nodes c¿, where c¿ € Ct.

Then we get a spanning tree ? which contains at least p - q leaves.

(For example, Figure 3.5 is the spanning tree for the graph in Figure

3.4. In this example, p -- 7, Q -- 3, so the spanning tree has 4 white

leaves.)

T*
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x9X8x7X5x4X3x2X1

Figure 3.4: The whole bipartite graph constructed by the X3C instance.

Now we prove the "if' part. Let" T be a spanning tree for G with

at least p - q leaves. The key observation is that no white node can

be a leaf node in any spanning tree of G, unless the white node is a

C-node. It is because all the white nodes in the graph are cut vertices

except the C-nodes. We know that if any white nodes in G is a leaf
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X8x'7X6X5X3XI

Figure 3.5: A spanning tree for example in Figure 3.4.

node, then the black leaf nodes which are incident to it at step 7-b

become isolate vertices, unless the white node is a C-node. Now we

know only the C-nodes can be the leaf nodes. Because 7 has at least

p - q leaves, then there are at most q non-leaf nodes in C-nodes. Now

we prove there are exactly g non-leaf nodes. Suppose there are at most
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q - 1 members of C which are non-leaf nodes. These are the only nodes

that connect the members of X to G. However, note that lXl : 3q and

each member of C is adjacent to at most 3 members of X in G. Since

(q- t) x 3:3q-3 13Q, this contradicts the assumption that 7 is

a spanning tree of G. Therefore, there are exactly p - q members of C

which are the leaf nodes. Thus the claim follows. and the theorem is

proved.

3.4 The MLST problem is NP-complete on cubic

graphs

Recall the definition of Problem 2.2.9, which is the variation of the

MLST problem on cubic graphs.

Problem 2.2.9 (The Variation of The MLST Problem on

Cubic Graphs) Let G : (V, E) be a connected cubic Araph and let

K < lVl be a posit'iue 'integer. We are asked whether G conta,ins a

spann'ing tree T with at least K uert'ices of degree 1.

In 1988, Lemke [Lem8S] proved Problem 2.2.9 is NP-complete.

With the "component design" technique, Lemke constructed a polyno-

mial reduction from an instance of the X3C problem to an instance of

the variation of the MLST problem on cubic graphs.

Lemke proved the MLST problem is NP-complete on cubic graphs,

and this result completed the research on the variations of the MLST

g
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problem on regular graphs. With a similar technique, Lemke [Lem8B]

also proved the MLST problem is NP-complete on k-regular graphs

where k > 5. The variation of the MLST problem on 4-regular graphs

are already known to be NP-complete lGJ79], and the variation of

the MLST problem on 2-regular graphs are known to be polynomially

resolvable IGJ79].

The technique which Lemke used to prove that Problem 2.2.9 is

NP-complete is worthy of additional research. Because of the special

properties of regular graphs, most of the techniques we discuss in this

thesis cannot be applied to the variations of the MLST problem on

regular graphs. Thus, Lemke's technique is worth studying due to its

potential for showing the complexities of the variations of the MLST*

problem on bipartite regular graphs.

To show Problem 2.2.9 is NP-complete, Lemke first addressed the

following problem.

Problem 3.4.1, Let G be a connected cubic Araph. We are aslced whether

G conta'ins 0, spann'ing tree T wi,th no uert'ices of degree 2.

Lemke constructed a polynomial reduction from an instance of the

X3C problem to an instance of the Problem 3.4.1 to show Problem 3.4.7

is NP-complete. Then based on the result of Problem 3.4.1, Lemke

proved Problem 2.2.9 also remains NP-complete. First of all, we prove

the Problem 3.4.1 is NP-complete.

Theorem 3.4.L Problem 3.4.f is lVP-complete.
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Proof. Given an instance of the X3C problem (X, C), where X is

a finite set and C is a collection of 3-element subsets of X, we have

lcl : p, lxl : 3Q, and p ì q. No element in X occurs in more than 3

elements of C. We construct a graph G : (V,-E), where I/ is the vertex

set of G and E is the edge set of G as follows:

1. Define the numb€rs 0g, at, . . . , a3n by:

ag : 2P,

0,¡: l{ij€S,}1, for j:I,2,...,3q.

2. According to the definition of the X3C instance, we know a¡ I 3

for any 7 we need. We add dupiicate sets to {C1 ,C2, . . ,Co} until

a¡ 2 3 for any 7.

3. Define the vertex set I/ to be the union of the pairwise disjoint

sets [/s, Ut, . . . .,UBq,W, and Y, where:

lu¡l : 1oa¡ - 18, f or j:0, 1,...,3Q,

W : {rt,rr,...,wp},
Y : {at,ar,"',up}'

4. For j :0,I,2,...,3Q, add edges to edge set E to construct the

subgraphs Gi of G, where G, is the subgraph induced on G by

U¡, às showed in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The subgraph G¡ induced on G by f.or j:7,2,... jr,.

Fori : I,2,...,p, add edges to edge set ,Ð to construct the

subgraphs 11¿ of G, where H¿ is the subgraph induced by the sets

{uO,rn- t,,'t10,2i., 1J) i, A i,'U à7,'U,¿2,4¿3 } aS ShOwed in FigUre 3. 7.

For I : I,2,...,aj., j : L,2,...,3Q, make each u¡t in G¡, corre-

spond to an element of X in the X3C instance, where the vertices

uil are the members of U¡ as indicated in Figure 3.6.

For k : 1,2,3, make each u¿¡ in H¿ correspond to an element of

C¿ for i -- I,2,...,p, ilt the X3C instance, where the verticas u¿¡

are the vertices in H¿ as indicated in Figure 3.7.

B. Connect the vertices u¡t in U¡, and u¿¡, in H¿ by the incident

relationship of X and C. If one element in X is incident with one

element in C, then combine absorb the corresponding u¡l into u¿¡r.

uj

5.

6.

7.
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Figure 3.7: The subgraph H¿ induced
{UO,rr-t,110,2i,'t)i1,'U,¿2,U¿g,U¿, ï¿}, alOng with part Of
of G which are incident to H¡ from outside H¿.

toGby
the five edges

From step 3, the number of the nodes in the graph we constructed is

polynomial function of the number of the elements in the X3C instance.

This implies the reduction can be done in polynomial time.

The key observation here is that there are only two ways to assign

edges to H¿ and the repeating sub-unit of the G¡ to make them compose

a spanning tree T of G, where ? has no vertices with degree 2.

Figure 3.8 shows the only two ways to assign the edges of a repeating

sub-unit of the graphs G ¡ to a spanning tree T of G so that its nine

interior vertices all have odd degree in T.

Figure 3.9 shows the only two ways to assign the edges of. H¿ to a

spanning tree 7 of G so that the vertices of 7 all have odd degree.

Now we prove there is spanning tree T of G with no vertices having

degree 2 if and only if an instance of the X3C problem (X, C) has an
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: The only two \Mays to assign the edges of a repeating sub-
unit of the graphs G¡ to a spanning tree T of G so that its nine interior
vertices all have odd degree in 7.

exact 3-cover.

We deal with the "if' part first. For i -- 1,2,...,p, as mentioned

above, we make every subgraph -I1¿ correspond to a element C¡ of C,

and we make each u¡,'t)i2,o,)i3 in H¿ correspond to the elements of X

appear in C¿. Suppose there is an exact 3-cover C' C C in (X,C), we

assign the edges to H¿ as shown in Figure 3.9 (b) if C¿ e C' , we assign

the edges to H¿ as shown in Figure 3.9 (a) if C¿ does not belongto C'.

For 7 : I,2, . . . ,3Q, we also assign the edges to the repeating sub-unit

of the graphs G ¡ by the rules showed in Figure 3.8. The assigned edges

make ail of H¿ and G¡ compose a spanning tree T of G. We know there
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(a)

Figure 3.9: The only two \Ã/ays to assign
tree 7 of G so that the vertices of 7 all

(b)

the edges of H¿ to a spanning
have odd degree.

are no vertices having degree 2 in the spanning tree.

Conversely, if there is a spanning tree T of G which has no vertices

of degree 2, then fori :7,2,.. . ,p and j : 1,,,2,...,3q, we know every

componenl H¿ and G.¡ can only be assigned edges as shown in Figure

3.8 and 3.9. The two solutions of assigned edges to G¡ shown in Figure

3.8 (a) and (b) have the same results on generating a spanning tree of

G. When we consider H¿, we can find if there is a spanning tree 7 of

G with no vertices having degree 2, then the following two conditions

have to be satisfied.

1) There is an exact 3-cover Ct C C in (X, C).

2) Fori : 1,2, . . . ,p, the edges of H¿ are assigned as shown in Figure
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3.9 (a) if C, belongs to C'. The edges of H¿ are assigned as shown

in Figure 3.9 (b) if C¿ does not belongto C'for every C¿ .

Ot,herwise, there will be cycles or isolated components in 7. This is

a contradiction to that 7 is a spanning tree of G. Therefore, the result

follows immediately.

Having shown that Problem

that the MLST problem on cubic

Theorem 3.4.2 Problem 2.2.9'is NP-complete.

Proof. Recall we use V(G) in the graph G to denote the set of nodes

in G which has degree 'd. If 7 is a spanning tree of a cubic graph G

with vertex set V, we have:

1) VG) +v2(G) +WG) : lvl,

2) V(G) * 2 x Vr(G)* 3 x Vs(G) : 2lvl - 2.

Combine 1) and 2), we have

2xV(G) +Vr(G):lvl+2.

E

3.4.1 is NP-complete, we now show

graphs is also NP-complete.

\Me can show the MLST problem for cubic graphs

K:+lyl +r. E

Using Theorem 3.4.I,

is NP-complete when
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced some important results on the com-

plexity study of the variations of the MLST problem. To the best of our

knowledge, these results are the newest results on the MLST* problem

until now.



Chapter 4

Approximation algorithms for the

MLST problern

In Chapter 1, we went through the background of approximation

algorithms for the MLST problem. In this chapter, we review some

recent achievements in this area. We start with the first constant

factor approximation algorithm for the MLST problem. That is a 5-

approximation algorithm developed by Lu and Ravi [LR96]. Another

3-approximation algorithm was also developed by them [LR98] is in-

troduced in Section 4.2. The running time of this 3-approximation

algorithm is almost linear in the size of the graph. In 1998, Soìis-Oba

ISO9B] developed a 2-approximation algorithm for the MLST problem,

which achieves the best approximation ratio till now. Solis-Oba's algo-

rithm is introduced in Section 4.3.

51
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4.r A 5-Approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem

In 1992, Ravi and Lu [LR96] presented an 5-approximation algo-

rithm for the MLST problem. The algorithm is the first constant-

factor approximation algorithm for the MLST problem, which uses

local-improvement technique, that is, switch the tree edges and the

non-tree edges of a spanning tree to make the resulting spanning tree

have more leaves. Ravi and Lu's algorithm achieved the approximation

ratio 5 with the time complexity O(na), where n is the number of the

vertices in the graph. The local-improvement techniques are formally

defined and introduced in Section 4.I.2.

Based on the same technique, Ravi and Lu presented a series of

the approximation algorithms for the MLST problem. They achieved

approximation ratio 3 with the time complexity O("7) and that was

the best approximation ratio at that time. Let rn be the number of

edges and n be the number of nodes. Ravi and Lu also proved the kth

algorithm in the series has the time complexity O(mknk+'). I.t Section

4.2, we introduce another 3-approximation algorithm also developed by

Ravi and Lu [LR98] with a different technique.

Instead of jumping to the algorithm directly, we start with some

important definitions.
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4.1.'1. 2-path

Ravi and Lu [LR96] introduced a new definition: Z-path, and this

definition is vital to the analysis of the algorithm. In this section, we

begin with some basic definitions and then come to the definition of

2-path.

Given a graph G and a spanning tree T of G, we have the following

definitions regarding to the vertices in 7. We call a node whose degree

in T is greater than two a high degree node. We say a leaf node of T

is spec'ial if it is adjacent to a high degree node. A leaf is normal if it

is not a special leaf. Thus, normal leaves are exactly the leaves which

are adjacent to the nodes having degree 2 in the tree. Let À(7) be the

set of leaves and let À be the number of leaves. Let À, and À,, be the

number of special and normal leaves respectively. Next, we introduce

some definitions about edges and paths.

We use pathT(u,u.') to denote the path that connects z and a; in

7, where 7 is a tree. Note that u and tu are not necessarily distinct.

We define pathy(u,z) to be u itself. Recall the definitions in Chapter

2,we use V2(7) to denote the nodes having degree 2in T. A l-path of

7 is amaximal path in 7 that contains only nodesinV2(7). That is,

pathT(u,tr) is a 2-path of T if all nodes in pathT(u,w) are in VzQ)

and all nodes in lz2(7)\V(path7(u,w)) are not adjacent to z or u in
T. A2-path P of T is short if lV(P)l : 1. Otherwise, it is long. We

use P,(7) to denote the set of the short 2-paths of T, and use Pt(T)
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to denote the set of the long 2-paths of 7. We use P, to denote the

number of the short 2-paths of T, and use P¿ to denote the number of

the long 2-paths of T.Figure 4.1 (a) is an example of the short 2-path,

Figure 4.1 (b) is an example of the long 2-path.

I

Figure 4.1: (a) is an example of
the long 2-path.

the short 2-path; (b) is an example of

With the definition of 2-path, we get the following observations.

Observation 4.1.1 The number of high degree nodes 'in a tree 'is at

most the number of the leaues i,n the tree m'inus 2. In other words,

lwT)l<^-2

Observation 4.I.2 The number of ?-paths i,n øny trees 'is at most

tw'ice th,e number of tlte leaues i,n the tree. That i.s,

54

(b)(a)

lnT)l + lp,(T)l < lvzT)l + À" - 1 < 2^ - 3.
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These two observations are important and appear in some other

approximation algorithm ILR9B] which we introduce in this thesis.

For the convenience of understanding, we complete the proofs here as

a support to the algorithm.

Proof (for Observation 4.L.7). Suppose we are given a graph G

and a spanning tree 7 of G. Replace each vertex in 7 which has degree

2 with an edge, we get another Lree Tt. LeL %Q) denote the set of

the high degree nodes in T, and À(7) denote the set of the leaf nodes

in 7. obviously, the tree 7' does not have the vertices with degree 2,

and we have llz3(")l : IWQ')I and lÀ(?)l : l^(7,)1. According ro

the definition of high degree nodes, we know the total degrees of the

high degree nodes in T' is at least S|WQ)1. Because there are lV3Q,)l
high degree nodes in T' , there are lfi(T')l - t edges between these high

degree nodes. Therefore, the leaf nodes in 7' is

lÀ(7')l > sxlvs(r')l-zx(lWQ)l -1)
: lwg)l + z.

Because, as \Me mentioned above, lVz!)l : IWQ)I and l)(f)l :
lÀ(7')1, we also have lÀ(7)l > l\g)l + 2, as desired. &

observation 4.1.1 does not hold if the tree is a singleton node. This

does not hurt the algorithm because the singleton tree is out of the

range of our discussion.

Proof (for observation 4.1.2). Suppose we are given a graph G and
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a spanning tree T of G. According to the definition of 2-path, we know
a 2-path can only connect to either a high degree node or a normal leaf
in the tree. Let P be the number of 2-paths in T, and À be the number

of leaves in T, we have

P s lvse)l +.1 - r.

Together with the Observation 4.1.1. we have

P <2^-3.

I
2-paths have a lot of nice properties when they are used to generate

a spanning tree with many leaves. we can see this when we apply
the local change techniques to 2-paths. Local change techniques are

introduced in the next section.

4.I.2 Local changes and locally optimal trees

4.7.2.1 1_-changes

In a spanning tree z of the given graph G, ret 
" 
: {u,,u} be an edge

in G - 7 and / be an edge in the unique tree path of T connecting

u and u. Making e a tree edge and / a non-tree edge is called an

(edge) change ("; f) with respect to z. The spanning tree obtained by
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applying change (r;f) to T is denoted by T(e;f). If f@;f) has more

leaves than 7, we call the change (e; f) an 'improuement. Figure 4.2

is an example of the locaì improvement. In (a), the tree 7 is shown

in dark lines and the non-tree edge is showed in dotted. The change

makes / become a non-tree edge and makes e become a tree edge. The

change þ; f) is a 1-improvement on T resulting in 7r with one more

leaf as showed in (b).

Figure 4.2: An example of local 1-improvement. In (a), the tree 7 is
showed in dark lines and the non-tree edges are dotted. The change
("; f) is a 1-improvement on 7 resulting in T1 with one more leaf as
showed in (b).

The notion of performing single edge swaps can be generalized to

multiple edge swaps in a single change step, which is lc-change which

we introduce in next subsection.

(b)(a)
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4.1.2.2 k-changes

Suppose a0, et) ...j €¡-t are non-tree edges of spanning tree 7 of

graph G, fo, ft, . . ., f j¡ are tree edges. For any k > j., making €0,, €7,

. . ., e j-r be tree edges and /s, ft, . . ., f j*t be non-tree edges is called a

k-change ("0, 
"t, 

. . ., €j-1; fo, ft, . . ., f ¡_t) with respect to T.

A fr-change with respect to a spanning tree 7 is a k-improuemeú if

the resulting spanning tree on applying the k-change has more leaves

than 7.

Notice that a k-change is more powerful than k 1-changes. A k-

change looks like a batched version of a sequence of k l-changes. How-

ever, it achieves something that k l-changes cannot do. To understand

this, we illustrate an example of a 2-change in Figure 4.3. As we can

see in 4.3 (a), the tree 7 is showed in dark lines and the non-tree edges

are showed in dotted. The 2-change makes the fi and /2 become two

non-tree edges and makes e1 and e2 become two tree edges. The change

(et,ez;h,fz) is a 2-improvement on 7 resulting in 71 with one more

leaf as showed in (b). The key observation here is that no l-change

can improve the number of leaves of T. For instance, if we only make a

l-change say (e1;fi) or (ez; fz), it does not bring any more tree leaves,

which implies that 2-changes are powerful than l-changes.
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Figure 4.3: An example of local improvements. In (a), the tree 7 is
showed in dark lines and the non-tree edges are dotted. The change
(et,ez;h,fz) is a 2-improvement on 7 resulting in 71 with one more
leaf as showed in (b).

4.I.2.3 Locally optimal tree and Ravi and Lu's algorithm

A k-Iocally optzmal tree (4-LOT) of a given graph G is a spanning

tree that does not admit any k-improvements. According to the defin-

ition, an i-LOT is also a 7-LOT for any j < i. Since a spanning tree

has exactly n - 1 edges, an optimal spanning tree with the maximum

number of the leaves is just a (n - l)-LOT.

Ravi and Lu's algorithm for local improvements is very simple. The

pseudocode for the algorithm is as follows:

(b)(a)

Procedure LOCALLYOPTIMALTREE (G, K)
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1. Let 7 be a spanning tree of G.

2. While there exists a k-improvement (E' , E) for T,

3. let T :: T(E' , E).

4. Output 7 as a k-LOT of G.

The ,k-LOT is used to approximate the maximum-leaf spanning tree

for the small values of k. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary span-

ning tree, and keeps applying k-improvements to the current spanning

tree until a I-LOT obtained. Clearly, the second step dominates the

time complexity. For the first step, we can always find an arbitrary

spanning tree for a connected graph in polynomial time with a depth-

first search or breadth-first search. A spanning tree cannot have more

than

((;)-"+r \ /'-' \

\ k 

')x(";')

k-changes. Therefore, whether a spanning tree is a k-LOT can be

decided in O(n3k), which is a polynomial time for constant k. Because

the tree has at least 2 leaves and at most n - 7 leaves, the algorithm

itself has no more than n - 3 iterations. Therefore, the running time

to obtain a k-LOT is O(n3k+1) which is polynomial in n for constant k.
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4.t.3 The approximation ratio of the algorithm is at least 10

To prove the approximation ratio of the algorithm is 5, Ravi and

Lu showed this by two steps. First of all, they proved that the ap-

proximation ratio of the algorithm is at least 10 with the properties

of 1-LOTs. Then they refined the proof procedure and tightened the

approximation ratio to 5. We also show the approximation ratio of the

algorithm in this order.

4.t.3.1- Properties of 1-LOTs

Ravi and Lu proved their algorithm has approximation ratio 10 by

the properties of 2-paths which we introduce in Section 4.I.3.2. Be-

fore we come to the property of 2-paths, we introduce two important

properties of 1-LOT.

Property 4.L.L (P1) In a I-LOT T, øny cycle formed by ødd'ing a

non-tree edge between a leaf and an'inter"nal node does not contain two

adjacent nodes of degree 2.

Property 4.L.2 (P2) In a I-LOT T, any cycle formed by addi,ng a

non-tree edge between two 'intemal nodes does not contain a node of

degree 2.

Property Pr and Property P2 are two properties of 1-LOTs. Figure

 .a @) is an example of violating Property P1, and Figure a.a (b) is

an example of violating Property P2. In Figure 4.4, tree edges are
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black lines, and dotted lines are non-tree edges. It is obvious that in

both Figure a.a @) and Figure 4.4 (b), if we make the non-tree edge

e be a tree edge and make tree edge / be a non-tree edge, we can get

more leaves. We can prove Property P1 and Property P2 cover any

possible l-improvements. That is, a tree 7 is a 1-LOT if and only if

it satisfies Property P1 and Property P2. To see this, if a tree violates

either Property Pr or Property P2, there must be a 1-improvement for

7, so 7 is not a I-LOT. Conversely, suppose there is a l-improvement

for 7, and e is the non-tree edge of 7 which is involved in this 1-

improvement. We know at least one end point of e is the internal node.

This is because a non-tree edge between two leaf nodes cannot form

a l-improvement in any case. Therefore, if e is a non-tree edge which

involves a l-improvement, either e is a non-tree edge between a leaf

node and an internal node (violating Property Pl),or e is a non-tree

edge between two internal nodes (violating Property P2). Therefore,

'we can conclude that if there is a 1-improvement for T, then it violates

either Property P1 or Property P2.

Consider Properties P1 and P2, we find that local improvement earns

more leaves by breaking 2-paths. That is why 2-paths are important to

"local improvement" techniques. Once a 2-path is broken, it produces

one (in a short 2-path) or two (in a long 2-path) leaves. Take Figure

4.4 as an example, Figure 4.4 (b) is an example that local improvement

produces one leaf, and Figure  .a @) is an example that local improve-
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(a)

e

\ \

violates P1 violates P2

Figure 4.4: Iliustrating properties P1 and P2 for 1-LOTs. In the above
figure, dark edges represent tree edges and the dashed edge is a non-
tree edge violating the Property P1 or P2. In both the above cases, a
l-improvement ("; f) can be identified.

ment produces two leaves. Notice that breaking a 2-path perhaps kills

one leaf. We can refer this to Figure  .a @). If the leaves produced by

the local change is more than the leaves being killed, we say the change

is a local improvement.

4.I.3.2 The properties of 2-paths and a weak bound of the

approximation ratio

Now, one question naturally attracts our interests. How many leaves

can a 2-path in a 1-LOT produce? When we discuss short 2-paths, the

situation is straightforward because there is only one vertex in a short

2-path, and it can produce at most one leaf in any cases. The situation

is a little bit complex when we consider long 2-paths in a I-LOT. Do
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the leaves created by local improvements increase in direct proportion

to the number of the vertices in the 2-path? Ravi and Lu proved that

for any long 2-path, it can produce at most four leaves in any spanning

trees. This result is stated in Lemma 4.1.1.

Lemma 4.I.I Let G be an und'irected graph and let T be a I-LOT of

G. Then for any spann'ing tree Tt of G and any I-path P of T, the

number of the leaues of T' in P is at most four.

@-@to"

Figure 4.5: Proof for Lemma 4.I.1: (a) is
is P in Tt , the dark edges are tree edges,
edges

a 2-path P in a 1-LOT 7, (b)
the dotted edges are non-tree
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Proof. The lemma can be proved by contradiction. Assuming there

are five or more leaves of T' in P, we denote the middle one as tr and let

the others be denoted as 'rrrt, 11)2, ?/J3, ârìd ua. Figure 4.5 (a) illustrates

the nodes in 7 and 4.5 (b) illustrates the nodes in T'. We observe

that there is no non-tree edge betweeil üJ1 , 'u)2, 'tr¡, u4, ãrrd w in T.

Otherwise, there will be a violation to Properly P2. According to the

assumptiofr, 1tJ7, lrz, lry, u4, à\d w are all leaf nodes in T' , that means

none of them is the internal node in T' . Therefore, we can deduce that

there is a path from a.' to u in 7' where u is the first node not in V (P),

and tr1 , 'u)2, 'u)3, u4 àre not on this path. Suppose u e V (P) where z is

a node on the path {u, tu} and 
" 

: (u,u) is the last edge of {,u, tr} on

P, it is easy to see, if we add edge e to 7., it forms a cycle and there are

at least two adjacent nodes of degree 2 in the cycle. As we can see in

Figure 4.5 (b), either u)r,'u)2, oru\, w4 ã,re in the cycle. This violates

Property P1 if u is a leaf node of. T, or this violates Property P2 if u is

an internal node of T. I
With Lemma 4.I.I, the number of the leaves in any tree 7/ can

be bounded with respect to the number of the leaves in 1-LOT 7. We

bound the number of the leaves of Tt which are (a) leaves in T, (b) high

degree nodes in T, and (c) nodes in 2-paths in 7 respectively. The total

number of the leaves in 7 is lÀ(7)l by the definition. The total number

of the high degree nodes in T is at most lÀ(7)l by Observation 4.7.1.

Using Lemma 4.7.7, we can bound the number of the leaves of T' in
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each 2-path of T by four. Thus, the total number of the leaves in 7' is

at mosr lÀ(7)l + l.l(r)l+z x lÀ(T)l x 4 : 101À(7)1. This bound holds

for any tree Tt , it also holds for any spanning trees. This result leads

to the following theorem.

Theorem 4.I.I
leaf spanning tree

t0 x lÀ(7)1.

Let G

ofG

be an und'irected graph. Let T* be a marirnum-

and let T be a I-LOT ol G. Then lÀ(7-)l <

4.I.4 The approximation ratio of the algorithm is 5

The approximation ratio of the algorithm has been successfully

shown to be at least 10, Ravi and Lu continued to tighten the bound

and proved that the approximation ratio is 5. To do this, we observe

that not all of the long 2-paths can produce four leaves in any spanning

trees.

4.1.4.1 Augmentation and regions

To tighten the approximation ratio, first of all, we have to do some

augmentation to the 1-LOT. Let Gs be a simple undirected graph, let

7o b. an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree of Gs and let 7s be

a 1-LOT of Gs. We augment 7e and G6 by inserting a new node to

each edge which is between a normal leaf and a node in the short 2-

path. Figure 4.6 is an example of the augmentation, Figure 4.6 (a) is

an simple connected graph Gs, and Figure 4.6 (b) is the augmented
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Figure 4.6: An example of the augmentation, Figure 4.6 (a) is an simple
connected graph Gs, and Figure 4.6 (b) is the augmented version of G6

version of Gs. Let" G and T be the augmented versions of Gs and 7s,

and 7* is an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree of. G, then we know

if 76 is a I-LOT of Ge, 7 is a 1-LOT of G. Furthermore, we can deduce

the following results. Because the augmentation does not affect the

leaf nodes, lÀ(7)l : lÀ(70)1. Because S is an optimal maximum leaf

spanning tree of G6, lÀ(70)l < lÀ(7ö)1. It is easy to see we can get

a spanning tree for G with at least lÀ({j)l leaf nodes, so lÀ($)l <

lÀ(7-)1. Ar a conclusion of the above discussion, we know lÀ(7)l :

lÀ(70)l < lÀ(q)l S lÀ(7-)1. The effect of augmentation makes every

short 2-path be only incident to two high degree nodes in 7. Fþom now

on, our further discussion in Section 4.1 is based on the augmented

GGo

(b)(a)
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version of graphs and 1-LOTs.

Secondly, we introduce the definitions of the regions for better bound-

ing on the approximation ratio.

special regions

Figure 4.7: An example of normal regions and special regions

Suppose we are given a i-LOT T. A reg'ion of T is a connected

component of the subgraph of 7 obtained from T by removing all the

nodes in P¡(T) and all the edges of 7 that have endpoints ín P¿(7). A

region of 7 is spec'ial if it contains the special leaves of T. A region of 7

is norrnal if it is not special. Figure 4.7 is an example of normal regions

and special regions. We suppose -R and R' are two distinct regions of

7. The long 2-path of 7 that connects ,R and .R'in 7 is called the long

2-path 'inc'ident to -B and Rt , if such a long 2-path exists. The number

68

normal regions
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of long 2-paths which are incident to a region of 7 is lhe degree of the

reg'ion.

With the definitions of regions, we get Lemma 4.I.2 as follows:

Lemma 4.L.2 Let Tt be a spann'ing tree of G and P be a long 2-path

of a 1-LOT T of G. Suppose P is inc'ident to two regions L and R in

T. The number of the nodes i,n P whi,ch are the leaues of T' 'is at most

(i,) four, i,f L and R are both spec'ial,

(zi) three, rf only one of L and R 'is spec'ial,

(lll) two, if L and R are both normø|.

Proof. We prove case (ii) first. Suppose tr is a normal region, fr is a

special region. Both of them are incident to a long 2-palh P in 7. Let

u be the first node on P counting from L side. Let u and u be the first

two nodes on P counting from Ã side.

Consider the effect of augmentation in T, we know -Õ is either a

normal leaf node or some high degree nodes connected by some short

2-paths. If tr is a normal leaf, then there is no non-tree edge between ,L

and any nodes in P, otherwise local improvement can be applied to 7.

If tr is some high degree nodes connected by some short 2-paths, then

only u has non-tree edges to nodes ín L, otherwise it is a violation to

Property P2.

Consider ,R and P in T, we can deduce that only u and tu have

non-tree edges to the nodes in A. Otherwise, if there is a non-tree edge
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between any special leaves of Æ and any nodes on P other than u and

r.u, then it is a violation to Property h. If there is a non-tree edge

between the internal nodes of A and any nodes on P other than o and

tr, then it is a violation to Property Pz.

As the result of the discussion above, we know there are at most 3

nodes on P with non-tree edges of 7 to connect to some nodes which

are not on P. Therefore, at most 3 nodes on P can be the leaf nodes in

any spanning tree 7'.

Similarly, we can prove case (i) and (iii). I
From Lemma 4.7.2, we know the following result of the bound of

the number of the leaves of Tt in any long 2-path P of 7., a special

region contributes at most two leaves and a normal region contributes

at most one leaf to a long 2-path which is incident to them.

Lemma 4.\.2 is a refined version of Lemma 4.I1. It tightens the

bound introduced in Lemma 4.1.1. However, we observe that not all

special regions contribute two leaves, and not all normal regions con-

tribute one leaf to every long 2-path which is incident to them, which

implies the bound in Lemma 4.7.2 can be further tightened.

4.L.4.2Invalid regions and a tight bound on the approximation

ratio of the algorithm

Now, we continue to tighten the bound introduced in Lemma 4.I.2.

Let G be an augmented simple undirected graph, Iet T be a 1-LOT of
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G, and let T' be any spanning tree of G. With the effect of augmentation

we introduced at the beginning of 4.I.4.1, all of the normal leaves of

7 become normal regions. That is, a normal region of T is either a

normal leaf (we denote it as an erternal normal regi,on) or some high

degree nodes connected by short 2-paths (we denote it as an internal

normal region). Given an internal normal region -R, according to the

definition of the internal normal region, we know there is no non-tree

edge of 7 connecting A to any other regions in G. Otherwise, adding

the non-tree edge can form a cycle with adjacent nodes with degree 2

on it. That is a violation to Property P2, and T cannot be a I-LOT.

Therefore, \Me can deduce that Æ needs at least one long 2-path to

connect to the other regions in T'. As a result, the region -R cannot

contribute one leaf to the long 2-path which connects it to the other

regions in Tt. Similarly, if all the special leaves in a special region ,9

are also the leaves in Tt , we can see ^9 cannot contribute two to all the

long 2-path which are incident to it. This is because, to contribute two

to a long 2-path, ,5 needs to make at least one special leaf of 7 to be

the internal node of T'.

As a result of the discussion above, we introduce the following def-

initions. We say a region of 7 is tnual'id in T' if it is either an internal

normal region or a special region where every special leaf in this special

region is also a leaf in T'. We say a long 2-path P of T is deficient

in T' if the number of the nodes in P which are the leaves in 7' is
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at least two less than the upper bound stated in Lemma 4.I.2. With

the definition of the invalid region and the definition of deficient long

2-path, we can generate a tight bound on the number of the leaves in

T' of G with respect to the number of the nodes in a 1-LOT T of G.

That is Lemma 4.I.3 we state as follows:

Lemma 4.7.3 Giuen a connected simple graph G, and a 1-LOT T of

G, the number of the leaues in the opt'imal matimum leaf spann'ing tree

T* of G 'is at most

l\g)l + P, + (4S+ 3À,, - Ài - 2.9-) + (À, - (S - S-) + 4)

where IWQ)I rs the hi,gh degree nodes 'in T, P, 'is the number of the

short l-path in T, S i,s the number of special regi,ons 'in T, Àn 'is the

number of normal leaues 'in T, Ài zs the number of normal leaues of T

wlti,ch are also the leaues in T* , S* i,s tÌ¿e number of spec'ial reg'ions of

T whi,ch are 'inual'id in T*, and À, i,s th,e number of speci,al leaues i,n T.

Proof. In the proof, we denote by Pt the number of long 2-paths in 7

and A is the number of normal regions in T.

We notice any nodes in 7 belong to one of the following 5 classes.

1) high degree nodes

2) nodes in short 2-paths

3) nodes in long 2-paths
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4) special leaves

5) normal leaves

Obviously, because 7* is also a spanning tree of G, we can see any

leaf nodes in 7* belong to one of the above classes. Now, we discuss

these classes respectively to see how many nodes in these classes can

be a leaf node in 7*.

1) The leaves in 7* are also the high degree nodes in 7.

We allow all of the high degree nodes in 7 to be the leaves in T*.

Therefore, there are lVs(T)l leaves in T* which are also the high

degree nodes in T.

2) The leaves in 7* are also the nodes in short 2-paths of T.

We allow all of the nodes on short 2-path in 7 to be the leaves in

7*. Therefore, there are P, leaves in 7* which are also the nodes

in short 2-paLh of T.

3) The leaves in 7* are also the normal leaves in 7.

According to the definition, there are Ài normal leaves which are

still leaves in 7*.

 ) The leaves in 7* are also special leaves in T.

There are À" special leaves in 7. According to the definition of the

invalid regions, we know if a special region is not a invalid region,
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then it has to use at least one of its special leaves to connect the

other regions in T*. Therefore, there are at least S -,S* special

leaves which are not leaves in 7*. In total, we know there are at

most À, - (,S - ,S-) leaves in T* which are also special leaves in T.

5) The leaves in 7* which are also nodes in long 2-paths in 7.

Let ,9, and -R¿ denote the number of special and normal regions of

degree 'i in T, we have S : Ðr>, ^9¿ and R -- |,n>L R,. We also let P¿

be the number of long 2-paths in T. We have the following results.

First of all, according to Lemma 4.7.2, we know the upper bound of

the number of leaves of T* in long 2-paths of T is at most 2\nrri x

,S¿ + I¿>r i, x R¿.

Secondly, we can see that given an external normal region of T

which is also a ieaf in 7*, then \Me can verify that this normal region

cannot contribute any leaves to the long 2-path which is incident to

it. This is because in a T which is a I-LOT, there is no non-tree edge

between a normal leaf and an internal node. Otherwise, adding this

non-tree edge can form a cycle with at Ieast two adjacent nodes which

have degree 2. According to the definition, there are Ài such kinds of

normal leaves in 7.

Thirdly, because the number of invalid regions in 7* is Ê - -R1 * S*,

we know that there are at least ,R - Rr *,S* - 1 distinct long 2-paths of

7 which are deficient in 7*. According to the definition of deficiency,

the actual number of leaves of T* on these deficient long 2-paths is at

74
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least 2(Æ - Rt +,S* - 1) less than the upper bound derived in Lemma

4.7.2.

As a summary of these three argument above, if we denote the set

of leaves in 7* which are also nodes in long 2-paths of 7 as À(q,), then

we have

lÀ(q,)l Sz* ! i, x S¿+ t z x Rn- Ài - 2 x (R-.Rr +,S- - 1).

. ¿>r

Because all the regions are connected components of T and they

connect to each other only by long 2-paths, we have P¿ : R I ^9 - 1,

and fr' i, x S¡ * Ð¿>r i x R" < 2Pt Together with these two results,

we have

According to the definition, we know R > Rt and Ê1 : Àr, so v/e

have the final result

lÀ(lry)l < 4s + 3À,, - ^;- 
2s..

Summarizing the conclusion from 1) to 5), then we know

lr(7.)l <lwg)l+ e + (4s+ 3À,, - ^;-2s.)+ 
(À, - (s - s.) + Ài).

i>1
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r
With Lemma 4.1.3, we can prove the approximation ratio of the

algorithm is at least 5.

Lemma 4.L.4 Let Gs be a giuen simple und'irected graph. Let Tl be

the opti,mal marimum spann'ing tree of Go and letTs be a I-LOT of Go,

thenlÀ(7ð)l < 5 x lÀ(70)l

Proof. Suppose T and G are the augmented versions of G¡ and 7e.

From Lemma 4.L3 we have

lÀ(7-)l < l%(")l + P, + (4s+3À,, - À; - 2^9-) + (À, - (s - s-) + À;).

Recall from Observation 4.1 .2, we know P¿ * P, < 2À - 3. In the

proof for Lemma 4.I.3, we also showed P¿ : ,R *,9 - 1. Therefore,

S + P, S l\(f)l + À, - R. It follows that:

lÀ(7-)l < lVsT)l +À,+3À,,+3,9+P"

s fl%(T)l + s.\, + 3À") + (|%(7)l + À" - ,R).

This is because each special region contains at least one special leaf,

that is, ^9 
( Àr. Therefore,

lÀ(7.)l S (2lw(r)l + 3À, + 3À,) + (fi' - A)
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Obviously, we have (Ar -,R) < 0, so

lÀ(7.)l l2lvz(r)l + 3À, + 3À,,.

According to Observation 4.7.7, we know lVz!)l < l%(")l- 2, and

it is straightforward that À, * À", : llzl(7)1, so

lÀ(7.)l < 2lwg)l + 3lI/'(7)l : 5lÀ(r)1.

We already know lÀ(7)l: lÀ(70)l < lÀ(7ð)l < lÀ(7-)1, so we have

lÀ(7ö)l/lÀ(70)l s lÀ(7-)lll^g)l < 5

I
Figure  .B (a) is an example of a 1-LOT of a graph, where biack lines

are tree edges and dotted lines are non-tree edges. Figure 4.8 (b) is the

optimal maximum leaf spanning tree for Figure  .S (a). Obviously, if

the tree structure in (a) is long enough then it has I the leaves of optimal

maximum leaf spanning tree in (b). Therefore, the approximation ratio

for the algorithm is tight.

4.1,.5 Summary and evaluation

Ravi and Lu also applied 2-changes to the tree and proved that

with a 2-LOT, they can get a spanning tree having at least ] as many
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Figure 4.8: Figure 4.8 (a) is an example of a I-LOT, where black lines
arð tree edges ãnd dotted lines are non-tree edges. Figure 4.8 (b) is the
optimal máximum leaf spanning tree for Figure a.8 (a)

leaves as any spanning trees. Their algorithm is the first constant factor

algorithm for the MLST problem. However, there are weaknesses in this

series of algorithms. First of all, the series of algorithms based on k-

changes cannot form a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS),

Galbiati, Maffioli and Morzenti [GMM94] showed that the maximum

leaf spanning tree problem is MAX SNP-complete. Therefore, there

exists some constant e > 0 such that there is no (1 + e)-approximation

for maximum leaf spanning tree unless P : NP [ALM+92, AS9B].
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Secondly, the time complexity is O(mknk+z), which is intolerably high

even if k is small. Another 3-approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem which is also developed by Ravi and Lu will be introduced

in the next section. This 3-approximation algorithm's running time is

almost linear in the size of the graph.

4.2 A 3-approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem

In 1998, Ravi and Lu [LR98] presented a 3-approximation algo-

rithm for the MLST problem. They also proved the time complexity

of their algorithm is sublinear in the size of the graph, where sublinear

means less than linear, that is, the growth of the time complexity of

the algorithm is O(") but not CI("). The approximation ratio 3 is not

the best achievable approximation ratio, since a 2-approximation algo-

rithm is known [SO98]. However, the algorithm is important because

it introduces several important definitions including leafy tree, leafy

forest, and maximally leafy forest. These definitions are widely used in

further research.

4.2.L Leafy Tbee and Leafy Forest

The definitions of leafy tree, leafy forest, and maximally leafy forest

are as follows:
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Definition 4.2.1 (Leafy Tbee) A tree T i,s teafy ,f wg) is not empty,

and euery node 'in vr(T) ,is adjacent i,n T to eractly two nod,es ln Vr(r).

Definition 4.2.2 (Leafy Forest) A forest F of G is teafg i,f F is corn-

posed of disjoint leafy subtrees of G.

Definition 4.2.3 (Maximally Leafy Forest) F is marimalty teafy

if F is not a subgraph of any other leafy forest of G.

Figure 4.9: An example of a leafy tree.

Figure 4.9 is an example of a leafy tree.

4.2.2 The properties of the Maximally Leafy Forest

The maximally leafy forest has many nice properties. In this section,

we discover them in detail. with these properties, we can easily prove

the approximation ratio of the algorithm is B in next section.
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Figure 4.10 gives an example of a maximally leafy forest, and

can illustrate three basic properties of the maximally leafy forest

Figure 4.10.

Subtree T2

Figure 4.10: The example of a maximally leafy forest which is composed
of subtrees fi and subtree 72. Black lines are the edges in the forest.
Grey lines are the edges not in the forest.

Property 4.2.t If a node i,n the forest belongs to VzQ), then ,it cannot

be adjacent to any nodes which are not in Tr.

The property can be proved in contradiction. If node a which is

\¡/e

by
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shown in Figure 4.10 connects to any nodes outside of the subtree,

node ø and all its neighbours can be integrated to the forest, then the

new leafy forest is larger than the current one. As a result, the current

forest cannot be maximal.

Property 4.2.2 If a node is 'in the forest and has two or rnore nezgh-

bours, at most one of th"ese neighbours can be outs'ide the current forest.

In Figure 4.1.0, node ö is an example. The proof is also straightfor-

ward. If node ö has two or more neighbours outside the forest, both of

the neighbours can be added to F, which contradicts the maximality of

the current leafy forest.

Property 4.2.3 If a node is outs'ide the forest, and i,t connects to the

nodes which are not zn the current marimally leafy forest, 'its degree is

at most 2.

In Figure 4.10, node c is an example, and the proof is similar. Sup-

pose a node with degree at least 3 is outside the forest, and it connects

to the nodes which are not in the current maximally leafy forest, then

it should be added into the current forest. Otherwise, it contradicts

the maximality of the current leafy forest.

A maximally leafy forest has further advantages. The number of

leaves in a maximally leafy forest can be bounded by the number of its

nodes, and a maximally leafy forest can be converted into a spanning

tree by converting a small number of leaves into internal (i.e. non-leaf)
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vertices. These results imply that the number of the leaves in the final

spanning tree which is constructed by the maximally leafy forest can

be determined. The second advantage is the number of the leaves in

an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree has a known upper bound in

terms of the number of the vertices in a maximally leafy forest. We

illustrate these properties respectively.

We first show the number of leaves in a maximally leafy forest can

be bounded by the number of its nodes.
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Lemma 4.2.L Let F be a matimallg leafg forest, then lV (F)l S S¡Vt (F) l-
5k.

Proof. LeL T be a leafy tree in F, then we have

lvg)l: lv'(r)l + lvz(r)l + l%(7)l

From Observation 4.1.1, we have that VzQ) < Vr(T) - 2. According

to the definition of a leafy tree, we know every node in V2(T) is incident

to two nodes in fiQ). If we replace every node in V2(T) with an edge,

and delete all the leaf nodes inT, then we get another tree 7'. Consider

T', we have lV(?)l: lk!)1, lE(T')l -- lvr(?)1. Because 7'is a tree,

we have IEQ)I: lV(T')l- t. That îs,lV2(T)l < l%(T)l- 1. Then we

can carry on to get the following result

lv(r)l : lwg)l + lvrQ)l + l%(7)l
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s 3lv(r)l - 5

Suppose F has

result, we have

k disjoint leafy subtrees Ti, ..., Tk, with the above

lv(F)l : Ð tøtrll
i.:l

I
This result shows that at least one-third of the nodes in a maxi-

mally leafy forest are leaves, so the number of leaves in a maximally

leafy forest can be guaranteed. Based on this result, we can carry on

showing a maximally leafy forest can be converted into a spanning tree

by converting a small number of leaves into internal vertices.

Lemma 4.2.2 Let F be a marimally leafy forest of G whi,ch is composed

of k di,sjo'int non-singleton subtrees, Iet T be a spann'ing tree of G and

F a subsraph of T, then l\ (7)l > lyt(F)l - 2k + 2.

Proof. The equation can be understood in an intuitive way. The trees

in F can be connected into a single spanning tree by iteratively adding

a single edge that merges two disconnected trees and at most two leaves

in these trees are destroyed in the process. Because there are in total

k trees in the forest, it has to use at most k - I edges to connect the
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forest into a single spanning tree. At most 2k - 2leaves are destroyed

during the process. Consequently, the equation holds. Formally, let F/

be the forest of G obtained from lr by adding an edge e in ?\F to F.

Let k' be the number of disjoint nonsingleton subtrees of F'. We show

vrT)l - 2k' + 2 > lv(F)l - 2k + 2.

If adding e forms a ne\M subtree on two singletons, then lc' : lc + I

and lV1(F')l : lllr(F)l +Z Therefore, the result holds.

If adding e connects a nonsingleton subtree and a singleton node,

then k': k and lV(F')l > lllr(F)l Therefore, the result holds.

lf adding e connects two nonsingleton subtrees, then k/

lVt(F')l > lyt(F)l - 2. Therefore, the result holds.

Inductively, the lemma follows immediately.

This result proves the first advantage of a maximally leafy forest.

That is, the leaves of a final spanning tree constructed by connecting

the maximally leafy forest can be estimated.

Now, we discuss the relationship between the number of leaves in

an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree and the number of leaves in a

maximally leafy forest.

Lemma 4.2.3 G'iuen a graph G, Let F be a mari,mally leafy forest of

G and let F be composed of k di,sjoint leafy subtrees 71, ..., T¡ of G.

- k- 1 and

t
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Then

lv(r.)l <lY(F)l-k+t,

where T* is an opt'imal marirnum leaf spann'ing tree of G.

Proof. To prove the lemmaT we first show that k - 1 leaves in F occur

as internal nodes in 7*, and then we show 7* has more leaves than F,

but at the same time, the same number leaves in F become internal

nodes in.7*, at last we prove the leaves mentioned above are distinct

from each other. As a summary of these results, the lemma follows.

First of all, we show k - I leaves in F occurs as internal nodes in

7*. Consider the leaves of F which appear in 7* (See Figure 4.I1). We

identify a node u¿ of degree three or higher in each tree T¿,...,,T¡, in

F. Then we pick one of these representatives, sã,!, u¡, in T¡ as a "root"

node and check the paths from other representative nodes which are

'u7,'t)2,,...,'uk-1., towards u¡, in T*. For every i : I,...,k - I, let" u¿

be the node inT¿ that has the biggest distance to o¿ in pathT-(uu,un).

Clearly, we can see that k - 7 distinct leaves in F are internal nodes in

these paths.

Next, we show 7* has more leaves than F, but at the same time,

the same number of leaves in F become internal nodes in 7*. Consider

the nodes which are leaves in 7* but which are not leaves in F and let

êt,...,ê,¡ be distinct nodes in V(7.)\I/(f'). Namely, each ê¡ is a leaf

of.T* but not in F. For every j : L,...,I,Iet û¡ be the node in F that

is closest to ê7 in path7.(ê¡,rù. We can see that the path from such a

B6
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node Io u¡ in 7* contains a distinct leaf of F as an internal node. As

a result, the tree 7* has I additional leaves. But at the same time, /

leaves of F are killed in 7*.

Now, we show'u,7,. . .,'uk-t,ût,. . .,t¿L are I + k - 7 distinct nodes in

v(r)\v, (7.)

First of all, we prove LLr¡ . . .,'trtc-t are k - 1 distinct nodes in IZ(F)\

Vr(T.). By the definition of LL¿, wa know u¿ e V(T¿) is adjacent to

some vertex in F which is not in T¿. Together with Property 4.2.L,

we know u¿ Ø W(T¿), so u¿ € VQ). Therefore, LL¿ f u¡ and u¿ I un.

Because u¿ e pathr"(u¿, u¡), then u¿ cârìilot be a leaf node in T*. Hence,

ui e (V(F) \ Vr(7-)). Since Tt,, ..., T¡, àre- disjoint, we know the nodes

'tll¡ . . .,'uk-7 are distinct. As a result,'tLt¡ . . .,'uk-r are k - 1 distinct

nodes in Iz(F) \ y,(7-)

Secondly, let 7 be one of 1, ..., l, we show u¡ e V(F) \ yt(?,*).

According to the definition of ît,¡, we know ui belongs to some tree in

F. Similarly to the proof for u¿., because z¡ is adjacent to some nodes

which are not in F, it must be a leaf node of some tree in F. Therefore,

û¡ I ê¡ and ù¡ l rn.Because u¡ e pathr"(ê¡,u¡), ft implies that z¡ is

not a leaf node in 7*. Hence, u¡ eV(F) \ tzt(7-).

Thirdly, we show that u1 , ..., ûr are distinct by contradiction. Sup-

pose û¡ - ît¡' for some j' + j. Let P - path7.(u¡,ê¡) and P' :
path7.(u¡,,ê¡,). Let tu be the node in V(P) nV(Pt) that is closest to

ê,¡ in P. Because êi I P'., we can always find a node a.r1 in pathy.(r,"¡)

87
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such that ww1 is an edge of P. Because ê¡, Ø P, we can always find a

node w2 in path7.(.,"¡,) such that ww2 is an edge of P'. It is obvious

that tr1 # rr, wt I F, and ,, Ø F. By Property 4.2.2, because tr.r is

adjacent to two nodes not in F, we know w I u¡ and tu / F. Because

?r,r connects to z¡ which is in the forest, there must be an edge tl'u.'3 in

P, where wt I ?/3 and ,, # tl3. Now, we can conclude that t¿r connects

to two nodes not in F, and tl has degree at least 3. By Property 4.2.3,

this is a contradiction to F being a maximally leafy forest.

To complete the proof of the lemma, we still have to show ù¡ I
{ur,...,lf,k-t }; this can also be shown by contradiction. Suppose û,7 :
u¿ for some i € {t,...,k - l}. Let P - pathy.(u¡,ê¡) and P' :
path7.(u¿,un). Let w be the node in (V(P) aV(Pt)) that is closest to

ê¡ in P. Because ê¡ Ø P', \Ã/e can always find a node æ1 in path7.(r,ê¡)

such that utll is an edge of P. Because ,n I P, we can always find

a node w2 in path7.(r,ur) such that ww2 is an edge of. P'. Clearly,

we have ,t I u)2,, rüt ø F, wz € F and wz I Tr. By Property 4.2.2,

we know w / T¡. According to the definitions of u¿ and ûi, we know

u¿ / path7.(r,rn) and tr,¡ / path7.(êi,r). Then according to the

assumption, ûj:,u¿, v/e can have z¿ - tLj / pathT-(r,ur), and LLi:

u¡ / pathr.(ê¡,tr). According to these results, it is easy to deduce that

u¡ / pathr"(ê¡,u¡), which contradicts the definition of û"¡.

Summarizing the discussion above, because 111, . . .,,'ttrt-t, û7, . . ., ùt

are distinct nodes in (I/(,F) \I/t(7-)), weknow k+I- 1 leaves in F are
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totally killed in T*. At the same time, 7* has I additional leaves. This

relates the number of vertices of F and the number of leaves in ?* as

desired. n

Figure 4.11: The proof for lvr(r.)l <lY(F)l -k+t
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This result proves the second advantage

the number of leaves of an optimal tree has

we introduced above that

a known upper bound in

,t I
¿l

^ 
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terms of the number of vertices in the forest.

Using the properties of a maximally leafy forest, we can easily prove

the approximation ratio of the algorithm.

4.2.3 Algorithm analysis

The main idea of Ravi and Lu's algorithm is to use a greedy al-

gorithm to construct a maximally leafy forest of the graph which is

composed of leafy trees and then connect the forest to a spanning tree.

According to the discussion in Section 4.2.2, it is easy to show the

algorithm has approximation ratio 3.

Theorem 4.2.I Let G be an und'irected graph. LetT* be a marirnum,-

leaf spanning tree of G and let T be a spanning tree of G whi,ch is

generated by Raui, and Lu's algoritltm. Then lvt(T-)l < 3ll/r(7)1.

Proof. According to the Lemma 4.2.3, we know

l\g.)l <lY(F)l -k+t.

From Lemma 4.2.I we know lV(F)l S S¡yr(F)l - 5k. Then

lvT.)l < 3ly,(F)l - 6k+r.
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Together with Lemma 4.2.2, we get

lvg.)l < 301/,(r)l + 2(k - 1)) - 6k + 7.

That is

lVQ.)l < slvrT)l

T

Therefore, a spanning tree generated by a maximally leafy forest is

guaranteed to have at least ] as many leaves as an optimal solution.

Ravi and Lu ILR9B] also gave an algorithm to construct a maximally

leafy forest.

MAXIMALLYLEAFYFORBST ( G)

1. Let F be an empty set.

2. For every node u in G do

3. S(u) :: o,

4. d(u) ::0.
5. For every node u in G do

6. S' '= Ø,

7. dt :: 0.

8. For every node u that is adjacent to u in G do

9. If u / ^9(u) and S(") /,S', then

10. dl :: d' + I.
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11. Insert ^9(z) into S'.

12. If d(u) + d' > 3, then

13. For every ,9(u) in S' do

14. Add edge uu Lo F.

15. Union ,9(u) and S(")

16. Update d(u) :: d(u) + 1 and d(u) :: d(u) + I.

17. Output ,F as a maximally leafy forest of G.

In the code, the set S(u) denotes the subtree of F that contains node u,

the set d(u) denotes the degree of node u, d' is the maximal number of

edges adjacent to o that could be added to F without creating cycles.

In step B, if uu is one of the edges which could be added to F, then

insert ,9(z) into ,S'in step 11. Step 12 checks to see if d(u) + dt > 3,

then adds those d edges lo F, merges ,9(u) and S(")

To improve the time complexity, the Union-Find data structure in

[Tar83] is applied for set operations in the algorithm. Union-Find is a

highly efficient data structure for set operations on disjoint sets.

For i, j > I we define Ackerman's function A(i,, j) bV

A(I,i):2r for j)7,
A(i,I) : A(i - I,2) f or i, ) 2,

A(i,, i) : A(i - 7, A(i,J - 1)) f ori, i > 2.
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We define an inverse of Ackerman's function ct(m,n) for m 2 n ) I

by

o(m,n) : min{i > 7lA(i, l*1")) > lsrr}.

Based on the Union-Find data structure, the first step can be done

in time O((m+n)a(m+n)), where a(m-ln)) is a inverse of Ackerman's

function [Ack28]. The second step of extending F to a spanning tree

can be done as follows: Regard each leafy subtree in F as a single

node, and delete the duplicated edges between these nodes, then find

a spanning tree for the corresponding nodes. This can be done in

time O(m+r). It follows that the time complexity of the algorithm

is O((m -f n)a(rru,n)), where m is the number of edges in the graph,

and n is the number of nodes in the graph. Thus, we deduce that the

running time of the algorithm is almost linear in the size of the graph.

Figure 4.72 is an example to show the spanning tree generated by

the algorithm has approximation ratio 3. The black lines are the tree

edges generated by Ravi and Lu's algorithm, the dotted lines are the

non-tree edges. The optimal maximum leaf spanning tree is composed

of all the edges which are incident to z in the graph. Obviously, if

the graph is large enough, then it has roughly ] as mâny leaves as an

optimal maximum leaf spanning tree. Therefore, the approximation

ratio for Ravi and Lu's algorithm is tight.
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Figure 4.I2: An example to show the spanning tree generated by the
algorithm has approximation ratio 3. The black lines are the tree edges
generated by Ravi and Lu's algorithm.

4.3 A 2-approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem

In 1998, Solis-Oba [SO9S] gave a 2-approximation algorithm, which

is still appìicable today. The algorithm combines the previous improve-

ments related to the MLST problem. For example, Solis-Oba used the

structure of the "maximally leafy forest" developed by Ravi and Lu

\----

\---l
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[LR9B]. He also used expansion rules which are very similar to what

Kleitman and West [KW91] used. Obviously, Solis-Oba took advan-

tage of previous research by Ravi and Lu. However, his algorithm has

approximation ratio 2 and this is still the best approximation ratio for

the MLST problem.

4.3.I Expanding rules

The main idea of the algorithm is as follows: Similar to Ravi and

Lu's [LR98] 3-approximation algorithm, a maximally leafy forest is

constructed. After that, the final tree is generated by connecting all

the trees in a leafy forest together. The difference is that Solis-Oba's

algorithm uses expanding rules instead of the greedy algorithm to con-

struct the maximally leafy forest and that is why his algorithm achieves

a better approximation ratio.

The Solis-Oba's expanding rules are as follows: Suppose we are

constructing a maximally leafy forest F and suppose r, y are nodes.

1) Suppose a leaf z has a single neighbour g not in F and g has

exactly two neighbours outside F, then make y the only child of ø

and all neighbours of g not in the current forest are made children

of g. Figure 4.13 is an example.

2) If u has only one neighbour y that does not belong to F, and y

has at least three neighbours which are not in F, then make y the
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Black vertex

Figure 4.13: An example of expanding rule 1.

only child of r, and all neighbours of y not in the current forest

are made children of g. Figure 4.L4 is an example.

3) Suppose a leaf node r of T¿ has at least two neighbours not in F,

then make all neighbours of z not belonging to F as its children.

Figure 4.15 is an example.

It is easy to see rule 1 is a special case of rule 2. But this special

case is very important to the algorithm, so it is separated from rule 2

and forms a single rule. In rule 1, the internal vertex g is called a blo,ck

uerter. In this chapter, we use Bg) to denote the set of black vertex in

lree T. Every expanding rule is assigned a priority, rule 2 and rule 3 are

assigned priority 2. Rule 1is assigned priority 1. When constructing
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u¡j >2

Figure 4.I4: An example of expanding rule 2.

a tree T¿ e F, if two different leaves of T,i can be expanded, the leaf

that can be expanded with the higher priority rule is expanded first.

If two leaves can be expanded with rules of the same priority, one is

arbitrarily chosen for expansion.

The reason rule 1 is assigned different priority than the other two

rules can be understood from its contribution to the leaves in the span-

ning tree. Rule 1 does not differ from the other two rules in any 3-

approximation algorithms. However, rule 1 takes effect when the de-

sired approximation ratio of the algorithm is 2. The reason is straight-

forward: every time rule 1 is applied to expanding the tree, it kills

exactly one leaf and creates two new leaves, so in total 3 vertices are

--'1
I
I

I
I
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u¡j >t

Figure 4.15: An example of expanding rule 3.

consumed but the number of leaves is only increased by 1, that means

the efficiency is $. With this expanding rule, the best approximation

ratio that can be achieved is 3. Considering rule 2 and rule 3, it is easy

to see their efficiency is at least j. With the common effect of these

three rules, it is impossible to prove that the algorithm has approxima-

tion ratio 2. However, rule 1 is necessary when the trees in the forest

are connected to form a spanning tree of the graph.

4.3.2 The outline of the algorithm

The following is the outline of Solis-Oba's algorithm.

-l
I

I

I

I
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Algorith rn 2 L'inerTree ( G)

I.F=Q
2. while there is a vertex u of degree at least 3 do

3. Construct a tree 4 with root ,u and make the neighbours of a

be its leaves.

4. while at least one leaf of T¿ can be expanded do

5. Find a leaf of I that can be expanded with a rule of largest

priority, and expand it.

6. end while

7. F +- @¿f)
8. Remove all the vertices in fr and all edges which are incident

to them from G.

9. end while

10. Connect the trees in F and all vertices not in F to form a span-

ning tree 7.

The loop in step 2 tries to find a vertex with degree at least 3 as a

root of the tree, the loop in step 4 constructs the trees to form the

forest, and step 10 connects the forest into a final spanning tree.

Notice Solis-Oba's algorithm is very similar to Ravi and Lu's 3-

approximation algorithm we introduced in Section 4.2. The only dif-

ference is that Ravi and Lu's algorithm expands the forest by the

greedy algorithm, and Solis-Oba's algorithm expands the forest by ex-
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panding rules. Recall that the implementation of Ravi and Lu's 3-

approximation algorithm which we introduced in Section 4.2.3, we can

see Solis-Oba's algorithm can be implemented by the similar steps, ex-

cept that some modification need to be done in step 9 to involve the

expanding rules. Therefore, if we implement Solis-Oba's algorithm with

the same "Union-Find" data structure and similar steps as Ravi and

Lu's algorithm, the running time of Solis-Oba's algorithm can also be

O((^*n)a(m,n)), where rn is th" nu-ber of edges in the graph, and

n is the number of nodes in the graph. That is, the running time of

Solis-Oba's algorithm is almost linear in the size of the graph.

4.3.3 The approximation ratio of algorithm 2linearTbee is at

most 3

To prove the approximation ratio of the algorithm is 2, Solis-Oba

showed this by two steps. First of all, he proved that the approximation

ratio of the algorithm is at most 3. Then he refined the proof procedure

to show the approximation ratio of his algorithm can be 2.

In this section, we introduce two properties of the forest generated

by the algorithm "2linearTree".

Lemma 4.3.1 Let G : (V,E) be a graph,, and F 'is a forest of G,

the graph G' : (V', E') be the graph formed by contract'ing euery tree

T, e F to a single uerter and then remouing multiple edges between

pa'irs of aert'ices. Euery erterior uerter has degree o,t most 2 in G' .
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Proof. The lemma can be proved by contradiction. Because we shrink

each leafy subtree in F into a single node in G' and remove multiple

edges, if an exterior vertex u of F has degree 3 or more in the shrunken

graph G', then o must have neighbours in at least three distinct leafy

subtrees, say fi ,, 72, aîd 7e in F. Suppose 7r is constructed before T2

and 73. Then, we can see u should be expanded during the construction

of 71, because it has at least two neighbours which are outside F. This

leads to a contradiction, since u is an exterior node of F. I

Lemma 4.3.2 Let G : (V, E) be a graph, and F is a forest of G. Let

u be a leaf of son'Le tree T¿ e F. If u is adjacent to two uert,ices u,

w /V(T¡), then for any j, u and w are leaues of the sarne treeT¡ € F.

Proof. This lemma can be proved by the method of exhaustion. Let z

be a leaf node of some tree T¿ € F. We use the method of exhaustion

to list the potential possible combinations of u and a,'.

1) The node u and w are both exterior leaves. This is impossible.

Otherwise, the node LL can be expanded, because u has at least

two neighbours which are outside the forest.

2) At least one of u and u is an internal node of some tree T¡ € F.

Suppose u is an internal node of T¡, this implies r., has at least

2 neighbours not in T¿. As a result, either u is expanded by u,

or z becomes one of the children of u when ,u is expanded. Both

possibilities contradict the assumption.
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3) Only one of o and tr is a leaf node in F, the other is an exterior

node. Suppose u is a leaf node of T¡. If T, is constructed before

T¡, we can see u and u will be expanded by u. If T¡ is constructed

before T¿, we can see u will expand z, because u has at least two

neighbours(w and its parent node in T¿) not in Ç.

4) The node u and u are the leaves of different trees in F. This is

also impossible. The reason is the same as 1).

Based on the analysis of cases 1) to a), \Me can see the only possibility

u and w are leaves of the same tree T¡ in F. Thus, the lemma follows.

With these two properties, \¡r'e can bound both the number of leaves

in the optimal maximum leaf spanning tree and the number of leaves

in the tree generated by the algorithm "2linearTbee" with respect to

the number of vertices in the forest.

Given a graph G, let F be the forest generated by the algorithm

"2linearTlee". Suppose ,F is composed of k * 1 disjoint tree 7e, . . .,

T¡, and 7* is an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree of graph G. We

have Lemma 4.3.3 and Lemma 4.3.4 which are stated as follows:

Lemma 4.3.3 Any spanning tree of G has at most ly(,F)l - 2k leaues.

Proof. Let T' be a spanning tree of G and let Ft be the forest induced

by T' on V(F). By Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we know connecting the

trees of F' to form a spanning tree kills at most 2k leaves from -F'.

t02
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Furthermore, if we connect the remaining exterior vertices to a final

spanning tree of G,by Lemma 4.3.I, r¡/e can see there are no two exterior

vertices attached to the same leaf node of F'. This means attaching

the exteriors to the final spanning tree does not affect the number of

Ieaves in final spanning tree of G.

Lemma 4.3.4 For any treeT¿ € F,lÀ(4)l > 3 +lB(Tt)l + (ltz(fi)l -
3lB(r,)l - 4) 12

Proof. Recall step 2 in the algorithm "2linearTree". We know the root

of fr is a vertex of degree at least 3, so it has at least 3 children. In total,

4 vertices are consumed in this step for constructing the forest. Recall

the discussion in Section 4.3.2, every time the algorithm expands a black

vertex with rule 1, it consumes 3 vertices but increases the number of

the leaves in T¿ by 1. Because there are lB(7,)l black vertices in T¿,

all of the black vertices contribute IBQ)I leaves to T¿ and consume

3lB(Ti)l nodes of T¿. All the other vertices inT¿ are added by rule 2 or

rule 3. Also as we discussed in Section 4.3.2, their efficiency is at least

50Y0, which means the rule of priority 2 increases the number of leaves

in T¿ by at least half the number of vertices added to T, by that rule.

By the discussion above, we know there are lV Q,)l - 3lB Qi)l - 4 nodes

in fr which are expanded by a rule with priority 2. Therefore, they can

contribute at least (lV (7,)l - 3lB(7,)l - 4) 12 leaves to T¿. As a result,

in toral, there are ar least 3 +lB(7,)l+ (lvQn)l-3lBgt)l - 4) l2leaves

t

Iín 7,..
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With these two bounds, it is enough to prove the approximation

ratio of the algorithm is at most 3.

Lemma 4.3.5 The approrimat'ion ratr,o of the algorithm "2L'inearTree"

'is at most 3.

Proof. Recall the definition of leafy forest in Section 4.2. As we

introduced at the beginning of this section, because the forest generated

by Solis-Oba's algorithm is also a leafy forest, all the properties of the

leafy forest can be applied here. Recall Lemma 4.2.2, we proved that

given a maximally leafy forest F of G, where F is connected by k

disjoint trees. Let T be a spanning tree of G so F is a subgraph of T,

we have lvt!)l > lyr(F)l - 2k+2. As defined above, suppose F is

composed of lc + 1 disjoint trees To,. . . ,Tk, if we apply this result to

Lemma 4.3.4, we have

k

À(?) > Itr + lB(r,)l + fl v Q,)l - slB(ri)l - 4)12) - 2k.
i,:0

Together with Lemma 4.3.3, we have

À(7-) ,
,\T) \ lv (F)l - 2k

tf:o(s + lBg¿)l + ¡ v (r,)l - rlBe,)l - 4) 12) - 2k

2|v (F)l - 2k)

t-10(o + 2lBQòl + lv Q)l - 3lB(r,)l - 4) - 4k
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j 
Ðf:oe + lven)l - lneòl) - 4k

lv(F)l - lB(¡-)l-2k+2

Consider a tree T, in the forest, we know the root of fr has degree

at least 3 and expanding the tree with any rule adds at least 3 vertices

to 7,. That is, lV(7,)l > 4 + S\BQò1. Therefore,

kk
lv(F)l : I lvØ)l > f r+ +3lB(r,)):4k+ 3lB(¡.)1.

i.:0 i:0

With this result, we get,

^Q.)l^g) 
<2+2lB(F)llQlB(F)l +zk) < e.

r
We proved the approximation ratio of the algorithm "2linearTbee"

is at most 3. However, some other information is necessary to prove

the algorithm achieves the desired approximation ratio 2.
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4.3.4 Augmentation and top, exterior, black vertices

To simplify the analysis, we modify an optimal maximum leaf span-

ning tree 7* and the tree 7 constructed by the algorithm as follows:

Suppose 'u0, 'u1, . . ., ui is a path in 7* such that utt . . ., .t)¿ àtê exterior

vertices of T, u¿ is a leaf of 7*, and ut¡ ..., ,ui-t have degree 2 in T*.

\Aie remove vertices ul, . ..,'ui-t and add edge (u6,u¿). Figure 4.16 is

an example of the augmentation. Figure 4.16 (a) is a part of 7*, and

't)t,, 'uz, 'uJ., 'u4 are exterior nodes of T. Figure 4.16 (b) is the augmented

version of Figure a.16 (a). By doing this, every exterior vertex which

is a leaf in 7* is directly connected to a non-exterior vertex. Note that

this change does not modify the number of leaves of 7* or T. Moreover,

the forest F is not affected by this change. We call the resulting trees

7* and 7. Our further discussion is based on the modified version of

T* and T.

Let r be a vertex in some tree 7*, we denote the subtree of T*

rooted at r as P(T;). We denote the set of top vertices in T] as P(Ç),

where the set of top vertices is a subset of the leaves of F which are

killed when the trees in F are connected to a single tree. We denote

the set of black vertices of F in Ç and the vertices in Ç which are

roots of trees in F as BrQ;). We denote the set of the parents of all

exterior vertices 'u which are the leaves in T] as A(T]). It is easy to see

every vertex in A(T]) is a leaf of some tree in F.

We also have the following lemma.
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Figure 4.16: An example of the augmentation:Figure 4.16 (a) is a part
of T*, and u1 , 'u2, 'uJ, u4 àtr-, exterior nodes of T. Figure 4.16 (b) is the
augmented version of Figure 4.16 (a)

Lemma 4.3.6 The sets PQ;), A(T;), and B,(T]) are disjoint in euery

subtree T] of T- .

Proof. We only prove B,(T;) a Ag;) : Ø. The other proofs are

similar. LeL u be a verte x in B,(T]). From the definition of B,(T]), we

know u is either a black vertex or the root of some tree, T¿ e -F. When

the algorithm "2linearTree" expands vertex u in T¿, all the neighbours

of u which do not belong to 4 will be placed as children of u inT¿.Thus,

the node u cannot be adjacent to an exterior vertex, so u / A(T;). a
We introduce the definition of top, exterior, and black vertices.

However, the discussion above is not enough to determine the approxi-

(b)(a)
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mation ratio of the algorithm. To prove the approximation ratio of the

algorithm "2linearTbee" is at most 2, we have to introduce the defini-

tion of defi,ci,t and prove that the deficit of an optimal spanning tree of

a graph is at most 1. These âre discussed in next subsection in detail.

4.3.5 Deficit and the deficit of the Optimal Spanning Tbee

We begin with the definition of deficit and some other definitions

which are necessary for the discussion. Given a graph G, let F be a

forest of G constructed by the algorithm "2linearTþee". Let To, . . . ,Tn

be the trees in the forest fl indexed in the order in which they are

constructed. Make 7* be a fixed rooted optimal maximum leaf spanning

tree of G, and make one of the internal vertices of 7* its root. We

call the set of vertices V (7,) spanned by tree T¡ a cluster. We denote

bV TÏ a subtree of T* where the root of the subtree is the vertex r
in T*. We denote the deficit of a subtree T] as def icit(TÐ, where

defi,cit(T]) : IPQ;)u A(T;)u B,(T;)l - l1(7})1, where I(T;) is the

set of internal vertices in T]. We say that a subtree Ç has rnarimum

defi,cit one if def ici,t(T]) : t and for every vertex u of T] the deficit

of the subtree 7ï ir at most one. In a tree Ç which is a subtree of 7*

with root ø we define P,: lP(")1. That is, if r € PQ;), then P,:7,
otherwise P*:0. We define A*: lA(r)1. That is, if r e A(T;),

then.4" : 1, otherwise Ar:0. We define Br: lB,(*)1. That is, if

r e B,(T;), then B*:1, otherwise B" : g. We define I*: l¡(r)1.
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That is, if z is an internal vertex inT*, then Ir:7, otherwise I* - Q.

We use S, to denote the sum of the deficits of the subtrees of r in T* .

We can see def icit(T;) can be evaluated in another way.

Lemma 4.3.7

def i,czt(T]) : P* * A, * B, + S* - 1,.

Proof. Recall the definition of deficit, we know def ici,t(T]) : lP(Ç)U
AQÐUB,(T;)|- l1(7})1. Ar we proved in Lemma 4.3.6, the sets P(T;),

A(T;), and B,g;) are disjoint. Therefore, we have deficit(T;) :

IPQ;)I + IAQ])I + lB,Q;)l - l/(7})l Suppose z has k children

't)t, . . ., u¡ in Ç, then

defi,cit(r]) : lP(r;)l + leQ])l + lB,Q])l - l1(4)l
kkk

t lP(r,,)l + ¿ + t lAe;,)l + a.+ t llg;,)l
i.:1 i:7 i:7

À

*8,-tl1(4,)l-r,
.i:7

: P"rAr*Br*Sr-1,

&

This result is used in the further discussion.

Now, we introduce two lemmas which are about B,(7.) and useful

in the further proof.
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Lemma 4.3.8 Let T] be a subtree of T* of the matirnum defi,cit one.

Then at least one leaf of T; belongs to B,(7.).

Proof. Suppose all the leaves ir Ti have deficit value 0, then according

to Lemma 4.3.7, it is easy to see no internal vertex of T] can have deficit

1. Therefore, we can deduce at least one of the leaves of T] has deficit

1. Suppose vertex z is a leaf node of r] and has deficit 1. obviously,

Su :0 and Iu : 0. Therefore, one of Pu, Au, and -8., must have value

1. Recall the definitions of P(T]) and A(T]), it is clear that all rhe

nodes in P(Ç) or A(T]) are internal vertices of Ç, so they cannot be

leaf nodes or T*. Then the only way by which T| can have deficit 1 is

if one of its leaves belongs to B,(T]). I

Lemma 4.3.9 l,lo edge in G connects two uertices from B,g;).

Proof. The lemma can be proved by contradiction. Suppose two nodes

in B,(T]), z and u, have an edge in G. According to the definition of

B,(T;), we know u and u cãn only be the black vertices or the roots

of some trees in F. It is impossible that z and u are both the roots of

some trees in F. Otherwise , if u is expanded before o, u will be placed

as a child of z in some tree in F, and vice verse. We also see neither of

them can be black nodes, because according to the definition of a black

vertex, a black vertex cannot directly connect to another black vertex

or a root node. As a result, the lemma follows. ¡
With Lemma 4.3.8 and Lemma 4.3.9, we can get the following prop-

erty of T].
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Lemma 4.3.IO If T; 'is a subtree wzth marimum defi,cit one, then ,its

root r e'ither i,s a leaf or has at least 2 chi,Idren.

Proof. According to the definition, we know r must be a leaf node, or

r € A(T;), or r is an internal node and r ø B,(T;)UPQÐUAQ;),
or r is an internal node and r e B,(T;),or r € PQ;)

We prove the lemma with these five cases respectively. Notice that,

according to the assumption, z is an internal node except in case 1.

Case 1: The node z is a leaf node in T].

If x is a leaf node, then the lemma follows directly. Furthermore,

we can deduce thal r e Br(T;). According to Lemma 4.3.7, we

know if a node is a leaf node in T], then 5lr : 0,, I, : 0, A" : 0,,

and P,: 0. Therefore, the only possibility lhat def icit(T]) : 1

isB":1.

Case 2: The node r e A(T;).

According to the definition of AQ]), we know r is the parent of

an exterior leaf z. It is easy to see that defi,ci,t(T]) :0, I, -- I,
A, : \, P" : 0, and B* : 0. Thus, the only way by which

defi,ci,t(T]) : 1 is if u has another child u and defzcit(T]) : 1.

Therefore, the lemma holds for this case.

3. Case 3: The node z is an internal

PQ;)u Ag;)).
According to the assumption, ø is an

node and r / (8,(T;) U

1.

2.

internal node of T], so we
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have Ir:I, Ar:0, Pr:0, and Br:0. Then the only way by

which def icit(T]) : t is if S" : 2. That is, z is the parent of 2

subtrees of deficit 1. Therefore, the lemma holds for this case.

4. Case 4: The node ø is an internal node and r e B,(T;).

Here, We prove if r Ç B,(TÐ then def i,cit(T]) < 1. We prove this

case by contradiction and induction. we assume that def ici,tQ) /
1 as the basis of induction, then let z be a child of z and def ici,t(T]) :
1. By the induction hypothesis, all internal vertices u of T] for

which deficit(Tl) : t have at least two children. We derive a

contradiction from this assumption with respect to the number

of vertices in 7*. Note that u cannot be a leaf of T*. As we

discussed in case 1, the only way for a leaf node in T] to have

deficit 1 is that the leaf node belongs to B,(7.). However, be-

cause lx € Br(T;), as we proved in Lemma 4.3.9, it is impossible

for u e B,Q;). Hence, we know z is an internal vertex of T*.

To simplify the proof, we trim the tree T] as follows: For each

internal vertex u of T] which has def icit(T;): 1, we remove all

the children of u except two as follows. Note that by the induction

hypothesis u ø B,QÐ

1) If u € V (T;) - AQÐ - P(T;), keep 2 children which are the

roots of the subtrees of deficit 1.

2) If u € A(T;), keep the exterior vertex adjacent to u and one
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of its children that is the root of a subtree of deficit 1.

3) If u e P(T;), then keep a vertex u1 from the same cluster as

u such thaí def i,cit(T]r) : 1 and a vertex u2 not in the same

cluster as,u such lhat deficit(T]") < I. By the induction

hypothesis, these vertices must exist. Also, remove all the

children of vertex uo.

we denote the resulting tree by T] ro replace the original one. It
is easy to see the trimming has the following eflects. First of all,

every internal vertex of T] must have degree 3 except ø, because z

can have higher degree than 3. Secondly, it is easy to verify that

these changes do not affect the value of deficitTÐ our further

discussion is based on the trimmed version of T].

Because 4 ir a subtree of T* with maximum deficit one, according

to Lemma 4.3.8, there is at least one leaf of r] which belongs to

B,Q;). Because r e B,(T;),if'(T;)l > 2. Let w1 and w2 be rwo

vertices in B,(r]), such that they are the first and second vertices

rn B,(T]) which are included in the forest F by the algorithm

"2linearTlee", and ur1 and u2 àrê not added to F at the same

time. Because lB,g;)l > 2, ?/1 and u2 càr't always be found. Let

^9 be the set of vertices which belong to T], and have been added

to F by the algorithm just beforê uz. Obviously, since w1 e S,

it is the only vertex in ,9 which belongs to B,(T]). According to

the definition of B,(T;), we also know all the neighbours of tr1
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must belong to ^9. Let L be the longest path in Ç starting aI w1

and only going through internal vertices of T] that belong to ,S.

Let y be the last vertex in L.

Now we prove that there is no such y existing in T]. Therefore,

it leads to a contradiction to our assumption, and prove if an

internal node r e B,(T;) then defi.cit(T]) < 1.

According to the definition, v/e can see g/ + r and y # u1.

Suppose 3r : n,, then r € S. According to the assumption,

r € B,(T;). As we proved above that r.u1 is the only vertex

in ,9 which belongs Io B,(T]), we can deduce that y : r : 'u)r.

According to the induction hypothesis, the node r has a child z

which is also an internal node, which contradicts that y is the last

vertex on L. Similarly, we can prove A * wt.

We can also deduce that at least two of the neighbours of y in T]

must belong to .9. As we mentioned above, every internal vertex of

Ç must have degree 3 except z. We also proved A I z, so it means

y has degree 3. Therefore, if A does not have two neighbours in

Ç, then it could be expanded by the algorithm "2linearTþee"

with rule 1. This leads to the result that y is a black vertex in ,9.

However, according to the definition of ,S, we know tu1 is the only

vertex in ,S which belongs fo B,(f]), we also proved y f w1. As

a conclusion, we know gr has at least two neighbours in T] which

belong to 
^9.
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Let y1 and y2 be two neighbours of y in ,9. Clearly, neither of y1

not !2 can be an internal vertex. Otherwise, either At or !2 can

be added to L, so I is not the longest path as described above.

Thus, suppose At be a leaf of T]. There are four cases of g which

need to be discussed.

I) a c VQ;) - Ag;) - PQ;). We know Pa : 0, Ao : 0,

Ia -- 1, and Ba : 0. Therefore, to make deficit(T]) :
1, the only possibility is deficit(f;) : deficit(Tl,) : t.

According to Lemma 4.3.8, we know 91 € B,(T;). Since

tu1 is the only vertex of B,(T]) in ^9, then 91 - 'tn1. But

if deficit(T;,) : I, Uz must also belong to B,(T]), which

contradicts our assumption that tl1 is the only vertex of

B,(T]) in S.

2) A e B,(T;). This is impossible because we have already

proved thal y I ,, and we assumed that there is only one

vertex of B"(Ç) in .9.

3) g e A(T;). According to the definition of A(T;), 91 is either

an exteriorvertex or !1 Ç B,(T;). Because At € S, !1 cannot

be an exterior vertex. However, !1 cannot belong to Br(T])

either. Because if y1 e B,(T;) then 3r1 : 'tr7 and y2 would be

an internal vertex of T* which contradicts our assumption

for L.

a) a e PQ;). According to the trimming we performed on the
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T] , we know if y € P (T;), it has two childr€n u1 and u2 in T] ,

where u1 is in the same cluster as g and def i,ci,t(T]r) : t, u2 is

not in the same cluster as 3r and defici,t(T],) < 1. Therefore,

there are either at: ut,a2: u2 oÍ u7:'t)2,a2:'t)t suppose

Ut : ut and y2 : 'u2,, according to the discussion in case 1, we

know that, !1 €. B,(7.). Based on this result and because

A € P(T;), we can deduce that !2 can be either an exterior

node of F which is also an internal node in T] or !2 e P Q;).
We can see !2 is an internal node of T] in both cases, which

contradicts that y is the last vertex on tr. Similarly, we can

prove it is impossible for y1 : uz â,Ld A2: ut.

As a result, we show y does not exist. Therefore, it leads to

a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore, we know if an

internal node r € B,Q;) Ihen defi,cüQ])

holds for this case.

5. Case 5: r € P(T;)

If r € Pg;) then r has at least two children, u and ,u, such

that z is in the same cluster as z and defici,t(T]) : t, and u is

not in the same cluster as ø and defi,ci.t(T]) < 1. This result

can also be proved by induction on the number of vertices in

Ç. Solis-Oba omitted the proof for this case in his paper. Here,

we provide a weaker proof which only shows that z has at least

two children. Suppose r only has one child, according to the
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definition of PQ]), we know that its child is an exterior node

of F. Therefore, we have P, : I, A, : 0,, B": 0, S" : 0, and

I,: 1. Then we have deficit(T]) : 0, which is a contradiction.

This proof is weak, but it is enough for the lemma.

Summarizing the results from case 1 to case 5, we can see the lemma

holds for all the cases. ¡
With Lemma 4.3.10 we can show the deficit of an optimal maximum

leaf spanning tree is at most one. The following is the proof.

Lemma 4.3.11 For all uert'ices r inT*, defi,cit(T)) S t.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. we suppose r is an internal

vertex in ?* where T] is a minimal tree such that def i,ci,t(T]) ) 2, and

for all vertices u I r inT], defi,ci,t(Tl) < 1. Now, we prove such an r
does not exit in T*. Therefore, the lemma holds.

Recall the proof for Lemma 4.3.10, we know lhat r ø B,QÐ If

r e P(T;), it is easy to see B" :0, Ir: l, Ar:0, and Pr:1. Also

by the proof of Lemma 4.3.10, we know the only possibility to make

r € P(T;) and def ici,t(T]) > 2 so that u must have at least three

children: Two are in the same cluster as z and have deficit 1. Another

is in a different cluster and has deficit 0. Now, we trim the tree 7i u.

described in the proof for Lemma 4.3.10 with the only exception that

for vertex r we keep three children LL, n, aîd u.r as follows:

I. lf r Ç AQ;), z is an exterior vertex, u and w are the roots of the

trees of maximum deficit 1.
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2. If r e PQ;), z is a child in a cluster which is different from ø,

and o and w are the children in the same cluster as z and which

are the roots of the trees of maximum deficit one.

3. If r € V (T;) - AgÐ - PQ;), u, u,, and u are the the roots of

the trees of maximum deficit one.

According to the proof for Lemma 4.3.10, the change can always be

done, similarly to what we did in the proof for Lemma 4.3.10. Since r
has at least two children which are the roots of the trees of deficit 1, at

least two leaves of T) belong Io B,(T]). Let 1rt, 'tr2, ,9, and tr be defined

as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.10. We also suppose g is the last vertex in

tr and show y must have at least two neighbours, !1 and Az, in S. The

remaining part of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3.10, so

we don't repeat it again. These arguments also lead to a contradiction,

showing that g does not exist, thus showing that deficit(T]) < 1 for

all vertices z. I
We proved the deficit of an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree is

at most one. With this result we can generate a tight bound on the

number of leaves in an optimal spanning tree with respect of the number

of the leaves in the forest generated by the algorithm "2linearThee".

Furthermore, we can show the approximation ratio of the algorithm is

at most 2.
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4.3.6 The approximation ratio of the algorithm 2linearTþee

is at most 2

Theorem 4.3.L Let G be a graph and let T* be an optirnal marimum

leaf spann'ing tree of G. Let F and T be the forest and spanning tree of

G generated, by the algorithm "LLinearTree". Then, ffi < Z

Proof. Obviously, the leaves of T* are the nodes of T* which are not

the internal nodes. Therefore, we have

lÀ(7-)l: lv(7.)l - l1(7.)l

By Lemma 4.3.\1, we have

lÀ(7.)l slvQ.)l - lp(4)u A(r;)u B,(r;)l + r.

By Lemma 4.3.6, we know P(T;), AQ;), and B,Q;) are disjoint, so

lÀ(7.)l < lv(r.)l - lA(r-)l - lp(T-)l - lB"(T-)l + r.

Because lAQ.)l : lV (T-)l - lV (F)1, then

lÀ(7.)l s ly(l,)l - lp(T.)l - lB,(r.)l + r.

According to definition, there are at least k * 1 trees in F, therefore,

there are at least k * l root vertices inT*. That is, lB"(?-)l : lB(F)l+
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k + 7, then

lÀ(7.)l < ly(F')l - lB(F)l - k - k

From the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, we know lÀ(7)l > (ly(f)l -
lB(F)l - 2k) 12. Therefore, we have

ÀlT-)\/<
)(7)

lv(F)l - lB(¡')l-2k
flv(F)l - lB(F')l-2k)12

<2.

!
This result brings us the desired result of Solis-Oba's algorithm.

That is the approximation ratio of Solis-Oba's algorithm is 2.

Figure 4.I7 is an example to show the spanning tree generated by the

algorithm has approximation ratio 2. The black lines are the tree edges

generated by Solis-Oba's algorithm, the dotted lines are non-tree edges.

The optimal maximum leaf spanning tree is composed of all the edges

which are incident to ø in the graph. Obviously, if the graph is long

enough, then the spanning tree generated by Solis-Oba's algorithm has

roughly j as many leaves as an optimal maximum leaf spanning tree.

Therefore, the approximation ratio for Solis-Oba's algorithm is tight.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced several important approximation al-

gorithms for the MLST problem. Solis-Oba's algorithm still achieves
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Figure 4.I7: Example to show the spanning tree generated by the al-
gorithm has approximation ratio 2. The black lines are the tree edges
generated by Solis-Oba's algorithm.

the best approximation ratio on arbitrary graphs till now. However,

there is also some research focusing on some specific classes of graphs,

which achieve better approximation ratio than Solis-Oba's algorithm.

For example, in 2002, Krzysztof lLZ02) presented a f, approxima-

tion algorithm for a variation of the MLST problem on cubic graphs.

Krzysztof.'s algorithm only applies to cubic graphs. He applied some

common techniques such as "expanding rules" introduced in this chap-

ter. Using the properties of cubic graphs his algorithm achieves the
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approximation ratio f,.
As one of our new results. we also develop a method to generate

the approximation algorithms for Problems 2.2.7 and 2.2.8. They are

introduced in the next chapter together with our other new results on

the complexity study on variations of the MLST problem.



Chapter 5

New results on variations of the

MLST problem

In this chapter, we introduce the new results on variations of the

MLST problem. The results on the complexity are introduced in Sec-

tion 5.1. Our new results on approximation algorithms are introduced

in Section 5.2.

5.1 New complexity results on variations of the

MLST problem

We start from Problem 2.2.4, which is a variation of the MLST*

problem on bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3.

r23
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5.1.1 The MLST* problem is NP-complete for bipartite graphs

with maximum degree 3

Recall the definition of Problem 2.2.4 in Chapter 2.

Problem 2.2.4 Giuen a connected bi,partite qraph

G : (V, E) : (X U Y, E) of matimum degree S, and, a pos'itiue ,integer

K < lxl, we are asked whether there 'is a spanning tree of G such that

the number of leaues of the tree belongi,ng to X zs at least K.

In Section 3.3.1, we indicated that Li and roulouse [LT06] proved

the MLST* problem(Problem 2.2.2) is NP-complete. using a differ-

ent approach, they also proved that the MLST* problem remains Np-

complete for bipartite graphs with maximum degree 4, which is Problem

2.2.3.

In this section, we extend Li and Toulouse's technique to show that

Probìem 2.2.4 remains NP-complete.

Theorem 5.1.1 Problem 2.2./r i,s NP-complete.

Proof. Let (X, C) be an instance of the X3C problem, where X is a

finite set and C is a collection of S-element subsets of x, and lCl :
p,lxl : 3q,p > q. Recall (See Chapter 3) that the X3C problem

remains NP-complete if no element of X occurs in more than three

subsets of C [GJ79]. Suppose no element in X occurs in more than

3 elements of C. Now, we construct a bipartite graph G : (V,t) with
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maximum degree 3, where (A, B) is a partition of v (See Figure b.1

and 5.2). we denote the nodes of G by five disjoint vertex sets S", ,S",

S*, 5., and ,S¿. We use ,9. to denote the set of white vertices of G
which correspond to the members of C. We use ,S" to denote the set of

black vertices of G which correspond to the members of X. We use ,S-

to denote the set of black internal vertices of G which between S" and

.9". The graph G is constructed in layers from bottom to top. we use

^9,., to denote the set of vertices of G which \Me are currently working

on. We use ,S¿ to denote the set of vertices of G which are temporary

above any other nodes in G. The following are the steps in detail:

1) Create p white nodes in G, and make each of them correspond to

an element of c. we denote these p newly created white nodes

bV ^9". Let ,S- : jlc.

2) If l,S.,l < 2, then go to step 5.

3) If the nodes in S., are white nodes, then

a) Divide every two white nodes in ,S., into a set, and put the

remaining node, if it exists, as a (singleton) member of the

set.

b) For each set tl which was created in step 3-a, where t¿ :
(ut,uz), ?/1 â.rìd u2 àle two white nodes in a set, we create a

new black node u, and let ,u € ,S¿. Perform the same action,

If the set are composed by only one element.
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c) Put the nodes in ,S¿ on

each node u in 
^9¿, add

d) Let S.: St.

top of any other nodes in G, and for

two edges u,ut,u,u2 to E.

4) If the nodes in ,S., are black nodes, then

a) For each black node, say ?r, create a ne\M white node u and

let u e ,9¿.

b) For each u in ,S¿, create a black node z, and let z in ,S.,.

c) Put the nodes in 
^9¿ 

above of any other nodes in G, and for

each node u in S¿, add two edges 1) j,tr j,u.u to E.

d) Let S.: St.

5) create 3q black nodes and put them at the bottom of graph G.

Let each black node correspond to an element of x, and denote

these 3q newly created black nodes bV ^9".

6) According to the definition, each node in ^9" is a white node which

corresponds to an elemenr c¿ of C, where c¿ is a 3-element subset

of x. For each c¿, divide the 3 elements in c¿ into two sets. For

each set, create a black node y to correspond to it, and let u e S^.

Recall the X3C example which was given in Section J.J.z. In that

instance, Ct: {rr,*r,r3}, ie., it means in graph G, we have a

white node in ,s" standing for c1 and three black nodes in ,9"

standing for 11, 12, àfld 13. Therefore, in step 6 we divide rr, 12,
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and ø3 into two sets, say {rt,rz} and {r3}. We construct two

black nodes, !¡ and Un, in,S-, and let An correspond to {11 ,:xz},

and gp correspond to {r3}.

7) According

edges to E

B) According

edges to E

to the incidence relationship between X and C, we add

between the nodes in ,9" and ,5-.

to the incidence relationship between X and C, we add

between the nodes in S^ and ,9".

9) Add a white node in the middle of each edge between ^9- and ,s",

and attach a black leaf to each newly added white node.

10) Make all the white nodes belong to B and all the black nodes

belong to A.

Here, we show an example of the bipartite graph constructed by

our reduction. Consider the X3C example which was used in Sec-

tion 3.3.2. That is X : {rr,"r,...,rs},C : {rr,rr,...,cz},Ct :
{rt, *r, rz},Cz : {rq, r5, z,6},Cs : {"r, *n, rz},Cs : {z,s, z,6,, z,8},C5 :
{rn,rr,rs},Ca: {x:z,rB,rs}, and C7: {rz,rs,rs}. Figure b.1 is the

structure of the tree created by steps 1 to 4 by our reduction. We

denote it by 7-.

Figure 5.2 is the complete bipartite graph G which is constructed

by our reduction.

If we count the nodes in the graph G, we find there are at most p

white nodes and 2p black nodes above ^9". There are p white nodes in
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{igu¡_e !.1: The tree structure created by reduction step 1to 4 for
the X3C instance X : {*r,*r,,...,rs}, C : {"r,rr,..'.,c2}, Ct:pt,rzrrtj, Cz,: Jro,r5',16]i, C1 : irz^tra,r-zli'Ci' : '{*ijr6,*s},

2't: Iï¿,xs,rsj, Ca: Irz,ra,rsj, and Cr : {*r,rr,r9}. We denote
the tree structure as 7*.

5",2p black nodes in ,9- and 3q black nodes in ^9". There are also 3p

white nodes and 3p black nodes between ,9- and ,9". In total, there are

at most 5p white nodes and 7p * 3q black nodes in G, which means the

size of G is a polynomial of the size of the X3C instance. Thus, the

reduction above can be done in polynomial time.

Now, we prove that (x, c) has an exact 3-cover if and only if G

contains a spanning tree with at least p - q leaves in B. That is, at least
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p-qwhiteleaves.

We begin with the "only if' part. If there is an exact 3-cover Ct C C

in (X, C), it is possible to construct a spanning tree T of G with at

least p-q leaves. We use .9j to denote the nodes in 
^9" 

which correspond

to the elements of C'. Denote the tree constructed by our reduction

step 1to step 4by T*,, we let V(T):V(G), and E(T): E(7.). For

each edge ut,u € E(G), we add it fo E(T), if tr e ^9j and z € ^9-. For

each node y in S* which is not incident to any nodes in ^9j, we add

an edge y,r f.or it, where A,r € E(G) and r is a node in ^9". This

action makes y a leaf node in 7. Now, we get a spanning tree 7 which

contains at least p - q white leaves. Figure 5.3 is a spanning tree that

we get from the example in Figure 5.2.

In this example, p : 7,Q : 3, so the spanning tree has 4 white

leaves.

Conversely, if there is a spanning tree Z of G with at least p - q

ìeaves, we show that it is possible to construct an exact 3-cover C' c C
in (x , C). The key observation here is that there are no white nodes

can be leaf nodes in any spanning tree of G except for the white nodes

in '9.. This is because except for the white nodes in ^9", all the white

nodes in the graph are cut vertices. Recall the definition of cut vertices

and their properties. Now, we know only the vertices in S. can be the

leaf nodes. Because 7 has at least p - q leaves, we know there are at

most q internal nodes in ,S". Now, we prove it has exactly q non-leaf
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nodes. we suppose there are at most q - r members of C which are

non-leaf nodes. These are the only nodes that connect the members of

X in G. However, note that lXl : 3q and each member of C is adjacent

to at most 3 members of X in G.Since (q - t) x 3 : 3q - 3 < 3q, this

contradicts the assumption that 7 is a spanning tree. Therefore, there

are exactly p - q members of C which are leaf nodes. I
Recall the previous results on the variations of the MLST* problem.

As we introduced in Chapter 3, the MLST* problem is proved to be NP-

complete for bipartite graphs with maximum degree 4 [LT06]. It is also

easy to prove that the MLST* problem is polynomially resolvable on

bipartite graphs with maximum degree 2. Therefore, it will complete

the puzzle if we can determine whether the MLST* problem is NP-

complete for bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3. That is what

we do in this subsection.

In the next section, we return to the original MLST problem. We

prove the original MLST problem is NP-complete for bipartite graphs.

5.1.2 The original MLST problem for bipartite graphs is NP-

complete

Recall the definition of Problem 2.2.5 in Chapter 2.

Problem 2.2.5 (The MLST Problem on Bipartite Graphs)

Gi,uen a connected bi,parti,te graph G : (V, E) and a positiue number
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K S lvl, u)e are asked whether there

that the nurnber of the leaues in T zs

a spann'ing tree T of G such

least K.

The MLST problem has been proved to be NP-complete [GJ7g].

Now, v/e prove the MLST problem is NP-complete on bipartite graphs.

This can be done by constructing a polynomial reduction from an in-

stance of the X3C problem to an instance of Problem 2.2.s. Recall the

reduction we introduced in Section 3.3.2 which Li and Toulouse [LT06]

used to prove that Problem 2.2.3 remains NP-complete. The process

of constructing the reduction for Problem 2.2.5 is almost the same as

the reduction showed by Li and Toulouse. The only difference is that

we have to do some subsequent process to handle the internal black

vertices in the graph we construct. For convenience, we don't repeat

Li and Toulouse's reduction which we introduced in Section 3.8.2, but

only term it as "Li and Toulouse's reduction". The following is the

formal proof.

Theorem 5.L.2 Problem 2.2.5 ,is NP-complete.

Proof. Given an instance of the X3C problem (X, C), where X is a

finite set and C is a collection of 3-element subsets of X, we have lCl :
p,lxl : SQ,p > q. No element in X occurs in more than 3 elements

of C. Now, we construct a bipartite graph G: (V,E): (AU B,E),

and give a positive integer K. The steps to create the reduction are as

follows:

LS

at
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1) Apply Li and Toulouse's reduction to construct a bipartite graph

G.

Attach a white leaf to every black internal vertex in graph G.

Let A be the set of all the black nodes and B be the set of all the

white nodes.

Suppose we are given the same X3C instance as shown in Section

3.3.2, then Figure 5.4 is the bipartite graph constructed by the reduc-

tion shown above.

As we have already proved in Section 3.3.2, Li and Toulouse's re-

duction can be done in polynomiaì time. Obviously, steps 2 can also be

done in polynomial time. As a conclusion, the reduction can be done

in polynomial time.

Let K - p - q + lAl, we prove that there is a C' Ç C which is an

exact cover of X if and only if there is a spanning tree T of G with at

least K leaves.

We begin from the "only if' part. Suppose C' C C is an exact

cover of X, then we show that it is possible to get a spanning tree with

p - q + lAl leaves by deleting all the edges between the nodes which

stand for the elements in C and { except for the edges which are

incident to the nodes c¿ where c¿ e Ct. Then we get a spanning tree 7

which contains at least p - q + l,4l leaves.

Conversely, if there is a spanning tree 7 of G with at least p - q+lAl

leaves, we show that it is possible to construct an exact 3-cover Ct C C

2)

3)
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in (X,C). Consider the white leaves in G which we attach to black

nodes in step 2 and the black leaves generated in step 1 by Li and

Toulouse's reduction. We notice both of them are leaf nodes in any

spanning trees of G, and their number is l,al. We also know no internal

nodes in G can be leaf nodes unless they are the white nodes which

stand for the elements in C. This is because all the other internal nodes

are cut vertices, we cân deduce that if there is a spanning tree T of

G with at least l,4l + p- q leaves, then there are at least p- q leaves

in the white nodes of C. Further, we can deduce there are exactly

p - q leaves in C. Otherwise, some of the black nodes in X will become

isolated components of T, lha|" is a contradiction of the fact that T

is a spanning tree of G. That is, there are exactly p internal nodes in

7 belong to C. These p internal white nodes in C are the only nodes

incident to the black nodes in T which correspond to elements of X.

Suppose these p internal white nodes corresponding to c7,t ..., co, where

c7¡ ...) cp are distinct elements of C, so we have C' : {cr,...,cp}, and

C'ç C is an exact 3-cover in (X,C). I
We proved Problem 2.2.5, the original MLST problem, remains NP-

complete on bipartite graphs. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first result on the complexity of Problem 2.2.5. The technique we

introduced in this subsection can also be extended to the variation of

the MLST problem on bipartite graphs with maximum degree 4. We

introduce this in the next subsection.
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5.1-.3 The Original MLST Problem is NP-complete on bipar-

tite graphs with maximum degree 4

Recall the definition of Problem 2.2.6.

Problem 2.2.6(The MLST problem on bipartite graphs with
maximum degree 4) Gi,uen 0, connected bipartite graph G : (V, E)

with marimum degree I and a pos'itiue number K < lVl, we are asked

whether there 'is a spann'ing tree Tc of G such that the number of

leaues zn Tç is at least K.

To prove Problem 2.2.6 is NP-complete, we need to combine the

techniques used in the proofs of Theorem 5.1.1 and Theorem 5.I.2.

More specifically, when we construct a bipartite graph for an X3C in-

stance, we need to use the technique used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1

to make the nodes in the graph have maximum degree 3. Then \Me use

the technique used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2 to make l,4l nodes be

leaf nodes in any spanning tree of the graph where lÁl is the number

of the black nodes in the graph.

We omit the reduction and the proof for this problem, because they

are similar to the proof used for Theorem 5.1.1 and Theorem 5.7.2.

We only show an example to illustrate the bipartite graph constructed

for this proof. Suppose we are given the same X3C example instance

which was shown in Section 3.3.2. Figure 5.5 is the bipartite graph we

construct to prove Problem 2.2.6 is NP-complete.
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5.7.4 The MLST** problem is NP-complete

Recall the definition for the MLST** problem in Chapter 2.

Problem 2.2.7 (The MLST** Problem) Giuen a connected

b'ipartzte graph G : (V,E) : (X U Y, E), and a pos'itiue i,nteger

K < lxl, we are asked whether there is a spanning tree of G such that

the number of the leaues of tree belonging to X or Y ts at least K.

In this section, \ /e prove Problem 2.2.7 is NP-complete. This prob-

lem can also be proved NP-complete by a reduction from the X3C

instance with a similar technique used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2.

Theorem 5.1.3 Problem 2.2.7 is NP-complete.

Proof. Given an instance of the X3C problem (X, C), where X is a

finite set and C is a colÌection of 3-element subsets of X, we have lcl :
p,lx I : 3q, p > q. No element in X occurs in more than 3 elements of

C. Now, we construct a bipartite graph G: (V,E): (AU 8,,Ð), and

give a positive integer K by the following steps.

Appìy Li and Toulouse's reduction to construct a bipartite graph

G.

Attach a white leaf to every black vertex in the graph.

Let A be the set of all the black nodes and -B be the set of all the

white nodes.

1)

2)

3)
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As we showed in Section 3.3.2, Li and Toulouse's reduction can be

done in polynomial time. Obviously, steps 2 and 3 can also be done

in polynomial time. As a conclusion, the reduction can be done in

polynomial time.

Suppose v/e are given the same X3C instance as shown in Section

3.3.2, then Figure 5.6 is the bipartite graph constructed by the reduc-

tion shown above.

Now, we let K : p- q+ 1,41, and we prove that there is a C/ C

which is an exact cover of X if and only if there is a spanning tree

for G with at least K leaves in A or B.

We deal with the "only if' part first. Suppose there is a C' Ç C

which is an exact cover of X, then we show that it is possible to get a

spanning tree with p - q + l,4l leaves by deleting all the edges between

the nodes corresponding to the elements of C and X except for the

edges which are incident to the node c¿ where c¿ € Ct. Then we get a

spanning tree 7 which contains at least p- q+ lAl leaves and all of the

leaves belong to A or B.

Conversely, if there is a spanning tree T of G with at least p- q+lAl

leaves in ,4 or B, we show that it is possible to construct an exact 3-

cover C' C C tn (X,C). First of all, it is easy to show that all the

potential leaves in G are white leaves, because we force all of the black

nodes in G to be cut vertices. That is, we know that all spanning trees

of G only have white leaves. Therefore, when we study Problem 2.2.7,

C

T
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we can focus on white leaves instead of considering the leaves in ,4 or

B. Consider the white leaves in G which we attach to black nodes in

step 2. We notice all of them are leaf nodes in any spanning trees of G,

and their number is l,al. We also know no internal white nodes in G

can be leaf nodes unless the white nodes which stand for the elements

in C. Because all the other internal white nodes are cut vertices, we can

deduce that if there is a spanning tree T of G with at least l,4l -l p - q

white leaves, then there are at least p - q leaves in the white nodes of

C. Further, 'we can deduce there are exactly p - q leaves in C. This is

because these p internal white nodes in C are the only nodes which are

incident to the black nodes in T which correspond to the elements of

X. Suppose these p internal white nodes correspond to c1 t . . .¡ cp¡ where

c7¡ ...) cp are the distinct members of C, so we have C' : {.t,.. .,cp},

and C' Ç C is an exact 3-cover in (X , C). I
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first complexity result on

the variation of Problem 2.2.7. We could also extend this result to the

variation of the MLST** problem on bipartite graphs with maximum

degree 4. Because the technique and the proof are similar, the details

are omitted here.

In Section 5.1, we show our ne\¡/ results on the complexity of the

variations of the MLST problem. In the next section, we show our

new results on approximation algorithms for variations of the MLST

problem.
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5.2 New approximation algorithms for the varia-

tions of the MLST problem

In this section, we discuss our new results on the approximation

algorithms for the variations of the MLST problem.

The MLST problem and many of its variations have been proved

to be NP-complete. However, most of these variations don't have any

existing approximation algorithms. At the same time, we notice the

MLST problem has been widely studied, and there are many good ap-

proximation algorithms for it. Thus, one problem that naturally elicits

our interesting is whether we can apply the approximation algorithms

for the MLST problem to these variations. If we can, then many results

used in the existing approximation algorithms for the MLST problem

can potentially be applied to variations of the MLST problem.

5.2.L The approximation algorithms for The MLST** prob-

lem

We proved the MLST** problem to be NP-complete in Section

5.I.4. However, until now there is no approximation algorithm for

the MLST** problem. In this section, we research the possibility of

applying the existing approximation algorithms for the MLST problem

to the MLST** problem, and we also study the approximation ratio

that the approximation algorithms have when they are applied to the
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MLST** problem. The result is the next theorem.

Theorem 5.2.L G'iuen a graph G : (V,E) : (X u Y,E), letT' be an

opttmal spann'ing tree of G for the MLST** problem. Giuen o,n appror

imation algorithm for the MLST problern whose approrimat'ion rat'io 'is

k, let T be a spann'ing tree of G generated bE the g'iuen approrimat'ion

algorithm. Then

l3(T')12xkxp(T),

where PQ) i,s the number of leaues in T which are 'in X or Y.

Proof. We use T* to denote the optimal spanning tree of G for the

MLST problem. We use À(7) to denote the number of leaves of T.

When applying an approximation algorithm for the MLST problem to

the MLST** problem, v/e have the following results.

First of all, because the approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem has the approximation ratio k, it means the spanning tree

generated by the algorithm has at least f the number of leaves of any

spanning tree. That is

À(7.) 1kx À(7).

Secondly, because 7* is an optimal spanning tree for the MLST

problem, then 7* has the maximum number of leaves of any spanning
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tree of G. It means an optimal spanning tree for the MLST** problem

has a smaller or the same number of leaves as 7*. Then

À(7') < À(7-).

Thirdly, because the MLST** problem only concerns the number of

leaves in X or Y, an optimal spanning tree for the MLST** problem

makes the number of the leaves in X or Y maximum. In the extreme

situation, all of the leaves of T' are in X or Y. Then

pQ') < À(7').

Fourthly, it is easy to see that in the spanning tree 7, which is

generated by the approximation algorithms for the MLST problem,

either X or Y has at least half of its leaves.

À(7) s zx BQ)

Summarizing the above results, we have

That is,

Pg') < À(7') < À(7-) 1 tc xÀ(7) < 2 x Ic x Pg).

pQ')l2xkxBQ).
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Therefore, 7 has at least fr leaves as T' in X or Y. It means the span-

ning trees generated by the approximation algorithms for the MLST

problem with approximation k have at least *! leaves in X or Y as the

optimal spanning tree for the MLST** problem. E

Now, we have the conclusion to the question we raised at the begin-

ning of this section. Any approximation algorithms for the MLST prob-

lem with approximation ratio k can be directly applied to the MLST**

problem and its approximation ratio is 2k for the MLST** problem.

As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, there is no ap-

proximation algorithm for the MLST** problem. So this is the first

result on âpproximation algorithms for the MLST** problem. The

major advantage of our result is that it finds a "free" approximation

algorithm for the MLST** problem, as long as there is an approxima-

tion algorithm for the MLST problem. Because there are many good

approximation algorithms for the MLST problem, the result can be

widely used in research on the MLST** problem.

However, our result also has the weakness. First of all, our method

is affected by the approximation ratio of the original approximation

algorithm. If we apply a 2-approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem, we get a 4-approximation algorithm for the MLST** prob-

lem. However, if we apply a 5-approximation algorithm for the MLST

problem, we only get a 10-approximation algorithm for the MLST**

problem. Therefore, if the algorithm has a bigger approximation ra-

741
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tio on the MLST problem then its worst approximation ratio on the

MLST** problem. This is a weakness of our result, but it won't cause

much concern. Because a 2-approximation algorithm [SO9S] for the

MLST problem has been found, we are sure to get a 4-approximation

algorithm for the MLST** problem. Secondly, the approximation ratio

is not tight. Until no\M, \ /e still cannot find an example in which the

k-approximation algorithm has approximation ratio exactly 2k on the

MLST** problem. This means \Me can not show the approximation al-

gorithm has a tight approxìmation ratio on the MLST** problem, and

this also implies that the approximation ratio could be improved.

5.2.2 Approximation algorithm for the edge weighted MLST

problem

Recall the definition of the Edge Weighted MLST problem in Chap-

ter 2.

Problem 2.2.8 (The Edge Weighted MLST Problem) Gi,uen a

connected graph G : (V, E), where each edge is ass'igned a pos'it'iue

integer weight. We are asked to find a spann'ing tree Tc of G such that

Tç marimizes the sum of wei,gh.ts on leaf edges, where leaf edges are

the edges whi,ch'inc'ident to leaf nodes.

It is possible to prove the Edge Weighted MLST problem is NP-

complete. If we assign a weight value 1 to each edge, then we get the
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original MLST problem. That is, we can prove the MLST problem is a

restricted version of the Edge weighted MLST problem, and the Bdge

Weighted MLST problem is as difficult as the MLST problem. Thus,

because the MLST problem is NP-complete, the Bdge Weighted MLST

problem also is NP-complete.

At the same time, till now there is no approximation algorithm

for the Edge Weighted MLST problem. In this section, we study the

possibility of applying the existing uppro*i-ation algorithms for the

MLST problem to the Bdge Weighted MLST problem, and we also

study the approximation ratio that the algorithms have when they are

applied to the Edge Weighted MLST problem. So we prove the next

theorem.

Theorem 5.2.2 G'iuen a graph G - (V,E) and a marimum we,ight

ualue C i,n G 'is c, Iet T' be an optimal spanning tree of G for the Edge

Weighted MLST problem. Also giuen an approrimat'ion algorithm for
the MLST problem whose approrimat'ion rat'io 'is k, let T be a spanning

tree of G generated by the giuen appror,imati,on algortthm. Then

f (T') ( c x k x f Q)

where f Q) ls the sum of the wezghts on leaf edges 'in T where the leaf

edges are the edges which are 'inc'ident to a leaf node.
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Proof. we use T* to denote an optimal spanning tree for the MLST

problem on G. we use À(7) to denote the number of leaves in T.

Because the approximation algorithm has the approximation ratio

k, it means the spanning tree generated by the algorithm has at least

f leaves of any spanning tree. That is,

À(7.) (kxÀ(7).

Because 7* is an optimal spanning tree for the MLST problem, T*

has the maximum number of leaves and an optimal spanning tree for

the Bdge weighted MLST problem cannot have more leaves. Then

^(7,) 
< À("-).

As we defined, c to be the maximum value of the weights in the

graph, which means every edge has a value less than or equal to c.

f(T-)(cxÀ(Z-)

Accordingly, we know the weight of each edge is bigger or equal to

1.

1xÀ(7) -À(7) <fQ)

Summarizing the results from Fact b.2.6 to 5.2.g, we have
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f(T')1cx À("-) lkxcxÀ(7) (cx kxfQ).

That is,

f (T') ( c x k x f (T)

From this equation, we know 7 has at least j leaf edge weights than

T'. It means the spanning trees generated by any k-approximation

algorithms for the N4LST problem have at least *A leaf edge weight as

an optimal spanning tree for Problem 2.2.8. I
Now, we can conclude from the results above that when any ap-

proximation algorithm for the MLST problem with approximation k

is applied to the Edge weighted MLST problem, it becomes an ap-

proximation algorithm for the Bdge weighted MLST problem, and the

approximation ratio is ck where c is the maximum weight in the Edge

Weighted MLST problem instance.

As mentioned previously, there is as yet no approximation algorithm

for the Bdge weighted MLST problem, so this is the first result on

approximation algorithms for the Edge weighted MLST problem.

The main weakness of this result is that the approximation ratio

of our result is affected by the maximum weight. Recall Figure 4.17

which illustrates that Solis-Oba's algorithm has approximation ratio 2.

Suppose all the edges in Figure 4.77 have weight 1, then we can see,
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Solis-Oba's algorithm is also exactly a 2-approximation algorithm for

the Edge Weighted MLST problem. Therefore, the approximation ratio

in our result is tight. However, suppose one edge in Figure 4.rT has

weight 5, and all the other edges have weight 1. Further, suppose the

figure is long enough, so according to our result, we know Solis-oba's

algorithm has approximation ratio 2 on the MLST problem. Then it is
a 1O-approximation algorithm for the Edge Weighted MLST problem.

However, if the graph is long enough, we can see Solis-oba's algorithm

still has approximation ratio 2 on the Bdge Weighted MLST problem.

As a result, our method has a good effect on graphs whose weights are

close to average. However, our method does not have a good effect on

graphs whose maximum weight is much bigger than the average weight.

In this section, we discussed how to apply the existing approxi-

mation algorithms for the MLST problem to variations of the MLST

problem. we proved that we can directly apply the existing approxi-

mation algorithms for the MLST problem to the MLST** problem and

the Edge Weighted MLST problem. We also calculated the approx-

imation ratios on these variations. In conclusion, if we get a better

approximation algorithm for the MLST problem, we can also get a bet-

ter approximation algorithm for the MLST** problem and the Edge

weighted MLST problem. This brings a ne\M method to study the

MLST problem and its variations.
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x7XI

Figure _5.2: The complgle _bipartite graph which is constructed by
our reduction for the X3C instance X : {rr,rr.....rJ. C :
þt., cz, .,. ., czj, C1 -_^{r1, 12, !q}, C2 _: {rs, "s,io}, Ct :' {ri,' ra, rz},
Ça: lrs,r6,rsj, Cb: {ra,r5,rs}, C6: {*r,*r,rs},-and C7:
{r2, r5, rg} .
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Figure 5.3: The spanning tree we get from example in Figure b.2.
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XI

Figure 5.4:
above.

x2 X3 X4

The bipartite graph

X5 X6

constructed

x] x8 X9

by the reduction shown
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x2 x3 x4- x5 x6

Figure The bipartite graph we construct to prove Problem 2.2.6.
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xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

Figure 5.6: The bipartite graph constructed by
above.

x'7 x8 x9

the reduction shown
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Conclusion and future work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we discussed the complexities of several variations of

the MLST problem.

We started from Rahman's [RI{O5] important result on the MLST*

problem. Then we introduced how Li and roulouse [LT06] applied

Rahman's result and proved the MLST* problem remains Np-complete.

We also introduced the technique which Li and Toulouse used to prove

the MLST* problem is NP-complete on bipartite graphs with maximum

degree 4. Regarding future work, Li and Toulouse suggested to continue

the research and try to show the MLST* problem is Np-complete on

bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3. We completed this task and

succeeded in proving the MLST* problem remains Np-complete on

bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3.

r52
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we also showed that the original MLST problem on bipartite graphs

is NP-complete. Using a very similar technique, we showed that the

MLST** problem is NP-complete on bipartite graphs. .we 
also ex-

plained how to extend the results on these two variations to bipartite

graphs with maximum degree 4.

Additionally, the MLST problem is Np-complete on cubic graphs.

This result was proved by Lemke [Lem88] and we described it in Section

3.4.

We also introduced some recent approximation algorithms for the

MLST problem. We started from the first constant ratio approximation

algorithm, which is a 5-approximation algorithm developed by Ravi and

Lu. Then we introduced a 3-approximation algorithm which was also

developed by Ravi and Lu and based on totally different techniques. We

also described how solis-oba combined the previous techniques to find

a 2-approximation algorithm, which achieves the best approximation

ratio until now.

After introducing the existing results on approximation algorithms

for the MLST problem, we investigated two variations of the MLST

problem which are the MLST** problem and the Edge weighted MLST

problem. These two problems were proved to be Np-complete. How-

ever, to the best of our knowledge, there were no known approximation

algorithms for them. We discussed the possibility and the effect of di-

rectly applying the existing approximation algorithms for the MLST
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problem to them and proved the following two results.

1. Any approximation algorithm for the MLST problem with ap-

proximation ratio lc can be applied to the MLST** problem di-

rectly and its approximation ratio is 2lc.

2. Any approximation algorithm for the MLST problem with ap-

proximation ratio lc can be applied to the Edge weighted MLST

problem directly and its approximation ratio is ck where c is the

maximum weight in the Bdge weighted MLST problem instance.

6.2 Future work

In this section, we list some problems about the variations of the

MLST problem and propose them as future work.

6.2.r F\rture work on the complexity of variations of the

MLST problem.

Consider the following two variations of the MLST problem.

Problem 6.2.r (The MLST* Problem on Bicubic Graphs) Giuen

a connected biparti,te graph G : (V, E) regular of degree S, where (X,Y)

is a partit'ion of v , and a pos'it'iue integer K < lxl, we are asked whether

there 'is a spanning tree of G such that the number of leaues of the tree

belonging to X is at least K.
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Problem 6.2.2 (The MLST* Problem on 4-Regular Bipartite Graphs)

G'iuen a connected biparti,te graph G : (V, E) of regular d,egree f , where

(x,Y) is a parti,t'ion of v, and a pos'it'iue'integer K s lxl, we are asked,

whether there is a spann'ing tree of G such that the number of leaues of

the tree belongzng to X is at least K.

Until nov/, \Ã/e don't know whether these two variations of the MLST

problem are NP-complete or if they are polynomially resolvable. Due

to the properties of regular graphs, most of the techniques we discussed

in this thesis cannot apply to these two variations. One of the ideas is

to use the technique of "component design" to design the components

and try to prove these two variations are NP-complete. In 1g98, Lemke

[Lems8] applied the technique of component design to the MLST prob-

lem and showed that the MLST problem remains Np-complete on cubic

graphs. Thus, one of the potential approaches to Problems 6.2.1 and

6.2.2 is to mimic the technique introduced by Lemke.

6.2-2 Future work on approximation algorithms for varia-

tions of the MLST problem.

Recall the definition of the MLST* problem, we proved that it is

NP-complete. However, until now there is no approximation algorithm

for this problem, it is reasonable for us to pursue an approximation

algorithm for the MLST* problem.
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Another potential topic which we believe is worth working on is to

apply some common techniques which are used in existing approxima-

tion algorithms for the MLST problem to some variations of the MLST

problem. The approximation algorithms for the MLST problem have

been widely studied. As we mentioned, the best approximation ratio

for the MLST problem on arbitrary graphs is 2. There are many useful

techniques for approximation algorithms for the MLST problem accu-

mulated till now, such as the idea of "leaf tree" developed by Ravi and

Lu [LR9B] and the "expanding rules" developed by solis-oba [sogs].
These techniques can also be applied to some variations of the MLST

problem.

For instance, Krzysztof Lorys fLz\zl applied the techniques above

to the approximation algorithm for the variation of the MLST problem

on cubic graphs. with the properties of cubic graphs, Lorys found a

better approximation ratio f,.
Thus, it is reasonable for us to also apply these common techniques

to getting an approximation algorithm for the MLST problem on some

classes of graphs, for example, bipartite graphs. The approximation

algorithms in our future work will only deal with the variation of the

MLST problem on bipartite graphs. with the properties of bipartite

graphs, our target is to get an approximation ratio which is better than

2. We believe this is also worth working on.
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Ancestor, 19 Connected graph, 14

Common ancestor, 19 Cubic graph, 18

LCAT (Lowest common an- Directed graph, 13

cestor), 19 Induced subgraph, 1g

Approximation algorithm, 8 k-regular graph, 17

Circuit, 19 Maximum degree of the graph,

Cluster, 101 74

Deficient, 68 Minimum degree of the graph,

Edge, 13 74

Adjacent edge, 13 Regular graph, 17

Parallel edge, 13 Simple graph, 13

Edge change, 55 Subgraph, 19

Forest, 19 Undirected graph, 13

Leafy forest, 75 k-change, b5

Maximally leafy forest, 75 k-improvement, 56

Graph, 13 Kill, 20

Acyclic graph, 19 Leaf, 1g

Bicubic graph, 18 Normal leaf,52

Bipartite graph, 15 Special \eaf,52

757
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Maximum deficit one, 1_01

Path, 13

2-path,52

Length of path, 13

Long 2-path,52

Short 2-path,52

Problem

Connected Domination Set Prob-

Iem, 24

Decision problem, 2

Domination Set Problem, 24

Edge Weighted MLST Prob-

lem., 22

MLST problem, 20

MLST* problem, 20

MLST** problem, 22

NP problem, 3

NP-complete problem, 3

Optimization problem, 2

P problem, 3

Set-Covering Problem, 30

X3C Problem, 34

Region, 65

Degree of a region, 65

External normal region, 67

Internal normal region, 67

Invalid region, 68

Normal region, 65

Special region, 65

Self-loop, 13

Tbee, 19

Deficit of a subtree, 101

k-locally optimal tree(k-LOT),

57

Leafy tree, 75

Rooted tree, 19

Spanning tree, 19

Subtree, 19

Vertex, 13

Adjacent vertex, 13

Black vertex, 90

Connected vertex, 13

Cut vertex, 34

Cut vertex in connected graph,

35

Degree of vertex, 14
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End vertex, 13

High degree vertex, 52

Inner vertex, 13

Internal vertex, 19

Isolated vertex, 14

Neighbor of a vertex, \4

Top vertex, 99
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